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Foreword

I did not write this. It was given to me to share. The person who wrote the words down
considered themselves a “channel”. The individuals who provided the words to write were in
some other dimension communicating through her imagination. Or, so I am told. I will not try to
convince anyone that this is true.

I did edit this a bit, but that is what I understand to be normal and expected behavior: to take
something we consider valuable and try to make it more accessible from our own perspective. It
is exactly what the billionaires and generals do all the time. It is also what we understand to be
art.

This book - how it was written, how it was edited, and how it now comes to you - is about our
imagination. Our perception of it, our relationship with it, and how we use it,.. for good or for
bad.

We humans are the boundary between the spiritual universe and the physical universe. On one
side of the fence is our imagination, and on the other side is our behavior.

Sincerely,
Craig Maciolek
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Yin

Piercing The Veil

Introduction

In this time of history, no one is asking for what was once asked for as part of our daily lives.
Many want only the way to be happy, pursued only through the career they trained for in college
or specialty school. No one calls out for the true way to listen to their hearts and be content in
living a life of fulfillment in any other way. This is how life in the illusion is now requested. This
should not be judged as incorrect. It is simply a reference point to show how deeply implanted
into this illusion all people are now.

In our present incarnations as human beings on planet Earth, we are not all watching the same
movie. Some are watching the same movie, but only the small movies that they themselves are
involved in. Right now, however, there is a single, much larger movie playing over all of the
smaller movies, and it is in the collective consciousness of everyone currently on Earth.

More specifically, most people see only their own small part in their own small movie, while all
around them, we the audience, know the entire plot of their movie and the plots of all the movies
together, big and small. We call out to them the same way that they call out for a hero in a movie
they are watching - to look out for the evil ones. We call out not in fear, but in love, to look about
right now and be prepared for the lessons being placed before them. Lessons that will enable
what is about to grow. For this other, the largest of all movies, shall grow until it becomes the
only memory of these times. Then, it will become the history of the mind of all human beings in a
future quite different from the one all look to now.

Lessons

When lessons are placed in front of most individuals, they only see the surface reason and not
the actual cause of the events that brought them the lesson. Lessons come in varying degrees
of difficulty and are not only needed by individuals, but requested. Upon completion of a lesson,
most are heard saying, “Why, in heaven's name, did I think I could handle such a lesson?”
However, when the lesson is requested, we are all quite confident in ourselves as souls on a
mission to grow.

This is a time in history when many lessons seem never to have been requested at all. (We
assume that you, who are reading this now, are already in the truth of the times and will
understand the meaning implied.) When the time comes, all will need to understand this and
grow whether or not their intention in the moment is to grow. At no time is everyone in the
illusion ready to accept the cost of being in the illusion together. Many will claim that they did not
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sign up for what is to come, but have no doubt, all who are here will participate in something
quite exciting,.. if understood and accepted.

Some will never believe that such truth can be seen within the mind - or experienced in life.
To those we say that all the things we live through are the results of our requests.

Then, how can something so great happen, if it is not requested by all who are now alive?
The answer is simple. When we come into the world of illusion called “life on Earth”, we agree to
certain facts and time-lines. Together, with all who chose to incarnate, we say, “I will participate
in this event.” Once we are encased in the flesh of the human body, however, the veil of
forgetting is lowered and the rest is what we accept as the facts of our life on Earth.

Some are able to keep the memory for a short time. And some will spend their entire lifetime
open to the idea of this memory repeating itself, in an effort to reclaim the memory; like trying to
remember a dream. Where they are successful we call it precognition. Being able to see into the
future is only remembering what was agreed upon before stepping into this illusion of “life on
Earth.” When all is said and done, those who call out the loudest are thought to be prophetic in
their nature. We give to some the ability to stay in touch with the truth of the illusion. These
souls are now taking the steps to unravel the illusion in order to spread the ideas we send into
the illusion. These ideas will enable those who choose to stay on Earth to know how to survive
in the times ahead.

You can choose your own conscious way to participate.

When we are given the choice to incarnate or not, it is never forced upon us. We come to the
moment of knowing what we need to continue our growth and we align ourselves with that
energy. When we come into the energy of the Earth-plane, we are here in the illusion of life.

This is quite simplistic now – so will you listen on and read more? Or see all as only fantasy.
In an effort to explain to those of you now looking into the way in which we incarnate, this is
intended to give you a basis for the vision needed to understand the coming concepts. For
those who have the concept in place, it will not hurt you to play the role of one in need of a
refresher course.

The time you choose to incarnate holds the basic pattern wanted and the basic lessons to be
learned. Some to know themselves better, some to know the Earth-plane better, and some only
to extend a hand to others in the extension of Source.

When the time is chosen and all is arranged, the vehicle is prepared. (This material is not to
show the preparation for life, but living in the illusion while fully aware.) When all is prepared the
soul is released, and, in that moment, the memory is held at bay until the time it can, once
again, come into full consciousness. Most keep it at bay for their whole lifetime. Many ask for
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the gift of memory to be restored while they are still in the illusion. This gift is not an easy gift to
endure, and the ones who carry it into life are never able to completely enter the illusion.

These chapters, now extended to you, is material sent with the help of one such individual; one
not completely engrossed in the illusion. Being of that type of experience, it may not seem
factual, but imagination gone awry. Yet, we ask that, in return, you give this information to all
who will listen.

Now, to speak to you and all who will listen.

See to it that this is not ever forced upon anyone, but given in the love of the Earth and all who
choose it as a home when they incarnate. We would like to say that nothing is ever lost and
nothing is ever given out of penance. No ill will comes with this correction, and no blame is
assigned to anyone on Earth right now. To those who see it as the fault of the few in charge,
now is the time to release the judgments you carry.

No one event will bring the cause or the effect. It is quite out of your control... and why would
you want to control what is given in love to ease the pain instilled in this illusion?

Once again, be in no way fearful. All are safe and all are saved. Nothing is ever lost and no one
is ever left behind. That idea was only given as a metaphor. Given at a time when it was needed
in order to look ahead to this time. Those who choose not to participate will simply come home.
Those who choose to participate in the event will stay and receive much help and love in their
effort to retrieve the storyline from the rubble,.. and then, once again, reestablish it in a new
direction.

We shall now address this in the only way possible.

Can I truly say to myself, “All of this is the imagination of one individual in life who sees it as only
one way?”
The answer is, of course. It is only that, and could be nothing else. Imagination is the vehicle
that takes information from the place of manifestation and brings it into the illusion. Information
is passed into the energy field through the one mind, put through the filter of imagination, and
then sifted through again as it is released out through the interactions of speech and actual
experiences of all in life. This is how all receive what is asked for; like the need to have a place
in the illusion.

So, how can I answer the question of whether this information is fact or imagination?
It is both. This is a process where the individual simply steps aside and allows the filter to be
removed and directly receives what is given. Not just to you, the one in question, but to all who
will have the need to read this material. Whoever reads this material, will have the need to read
these words. So, continue along now and look out to the heavens as the Source, if that is your
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need. In truth, however, outwards is never the direction. We only say it as a metaphor for what is
seen as being not of this Earth.

Do not confuse this with the gift of insight.

The one who first passed this information along was able to do only that. They needed one in
partnership, who, having the gift of insight, could read, understand, and pass along what is
again so necessary to all in the illusion at this time. To stay on the direct path is not as easy as it
once was in times past. Our lives are full, and room for reflection is hardly available at all. Even
the custom of weekly religious meditation has been largely left in the way of a busy lifestyle.
Very few take the time to notice that the thoughts passing through their minds are not examined
at all, or even identify them as being the same thoughts over and over again.

It is these thoughts that bring you what you will receive in the illusion.
When let to travel through the mind unheeded, they sometimes seem not to be owned by your
own soul. In the disconnection of this truth, you look about in wonder at what is in your life – not
able to recall it as something you requested for the growth of your soul. In this way, the need to
examine the very nature of your thoughts comes to the forefront of what we ask of you now, so
that you can learn along with us how to change the packages of events you receive in the
illusion. All comes not as a single solitary event, but as a sequence of events that bring about
the desired effects in your understanding of yourself; as a being far greater than the one you
think you are at the moment.

In the process of growing into the whole of yourself, you sometimes strive to accomplish too
much, and sometimes you walk along in wonder at the sheer beauty around you. Sometimes
you call out for relief and this is always given with love. In our own effort to grow, we now wish to
pass on to you what was once given to us, for we too received this information in response to a
call cried out. We will share the words as they were delivered to us.

Why do we say all of this now, and once again unveil the truth as something to be held in the
memory at bay?
Because very soon now, changes will begin to appear in the very fabric of the illusion that will
cause some to awaken and some to hide deeper in their own mind. They will prevent the
knowledge from coming through, but request to be told again and again by the ones able to
repeat this again and again.

Can we stay buried in the illusion if we choose?
The answer is yes, of course, and it will not be judged as anything but right for you at this time.
Believing is seeing, and soon all will believe and all will see the coming of the cleansing of the
illusion. When we advance in the way of consciousness, we call into the illusion what is
necessary to unravel the web that has been so intricately woven, but is now no longer needed.
With the desire to wipe away this web we will all see the way clearly, and only in this way can it
be just that – cleansed without a trace of the debris from past allowed transgressions.
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To be completely truthful now, it is rather difficult to know the facts and figures of how the
cleansing will come to pass. To predict the exact time of the clearing, and the exact time of the
rebirth, would only bring derision among all who see it in their own timeline. And, the numbers of
souls who will choose to stay in the rebirth, awakening into the consciousness of the new way to
exist, and bring order into the chaos once again, is not what we are to speak of.

We will all now begin to look at things in the possibility of choice.

Can we choose to omit what is to come by allowing ourselves to understand the truth of our
illusion?
Many say it has already been decided and just as many report it has been wanted by all for
some time.

How can it ever be undone without the cause being understood by each and every soul in the
illusion right now?
Stay now and listen to what will be spoken of, as it is necessary to understand before we can
retell you the story of what is to arrive quite soon in your illusion.

(To once again bring you into the place of knowing, consider that we speak directly through, and
not to, this one who holds these words.)

We will now give to all one more statement of fact.

In the time it takes to read this book, changes will occur that will cause you to align yourself with
the power to understand. Look at the time and date this is given, and then look at what has
happened in the time in between. This will be sure to show what the effects are to be for the
whole population on Earth now.

In order to be so bold, we now need to say to all; watch the skies above and rest assured that
you will see the changes coming in the ways the stars begin to change in the very sight of the
viewer. This is not written to the astrologers among you. This is meant to bring all eyes upward
to view the actual stars above in wonder. Watch as the changes begin and know that you
witness the beginning of a time that will someday be called by many names – all meaning the
clearing away of transgressions. The way is now set, and the time is now set, but the method is
to be called for still.

If we all can see the truth now, can we avert what is to come?
Only in the way that it comes, not in the fact of the actual event. To all who see it as cataclysmic
in nature, the answer is yes, that is how it has been written so far.

Will it be so?
We see right now that it will be so for some, and not be so terrible for those who are ready to
accept it as just how it must be to change something so ingrained in the minds of all. This need
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is to be released completely – that of the very wanting to know that the thought of cataclysmic
change is even possible, let alone the only way to see this.

We now come to the part of the event to come that always begins in the mind and ends in the

illusion: fear.

Fear is what brings about itself.
To look into the face of fear is to see the reason and release it into the knowing mind to be
looked at in the light of that reason. To linger in fear is to know its touch, and that can bring into
the illusion exactly what it symbolizes. If it is the fear of snakes or heights - so be it, but if it is the
fear of annihilation, then we must address this now. If the fear is that we are not to be simply
released to come home, then within this very fear will come that which we fear. When the
release is made, it will seem as if you are stuck in the very place you so fear.

So, we now need to address this with the surety that comes from the place this fear is born, and
then release it for the sake of all who are still thinking the end is at hand. The end is not at hand,
because you are not ever to experience the ending of yourself as an individual in existence.
This is never to occur in the way of Source as an ever-extending, ever-present whole.

When we say release, it is meant as the means to transcend the physical body and return to the
place that for some is called Home, for some Heaven, and for those who choose it is called the
only word known for it; Hell. Can you see the importance of being ready to look beyond this
event, and into the way you will understand the resulting condition you have requested?

In the times to come, we will stand in the place we choose and gaze upon the Earth in wonder
at the change that occurred. Remember, no one is ever lost and no one is ever left behind.

Now, turn-in your vision, and announce the beginning of the seed of understanding.

Simply by agreeing to look with the openness asked for, you will plant this seed.
Only by asking one question will you receive the answers to all questions. The one question is
now to be given to those who have, as of yet, no way to repossess knowing that the question is
always within their own mind. The question is, and has always been: “How can I know myself as
one in Source and still know myself as an individual who can see myself as alone in my search
for the knowledge of Source?”

All of our time in life is the search to know ourselves as individuals. All of our time in our own
place of existence is our search for the knowledge of Source. All of our time together, as all that
is in existence, is our collective search to put together all that we know as individuals, to be what
we know as Source Itself extending outwards in the search to know itself. In the same way we
search, we are searched through and searched for, as we pass through the universe of time and
space. Begin with the simplest of explanations and then proceed into the next level of
understanding; that of the what, why, and where the search takes us.
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To give to this search all the energy of a real search, we first hide from ourselves what we look
for in the place we never look... inside of our own mind and heart. Some know the hiding place
of the mind, some know its opposite - the heart. All go about the search in uniquely different
ways. And the search can be extended or shortened according to the interest the soul has in the
answer. We are all quite interested, when the time comes, to truly want the answer.

Take your own time and walk in the steps you arranged for yourself.

Let no one lead you into a pace or a rhythm that does not suit you.

This is the essence of the individual. To look for guidance is not only good, but also necessary if
the guidance is from your own place of existence. You cannot be shown the path but by one on
the path chosen for you alone. It is only in the guidance that comes from your own place of
existence, to know your own unique way to walk, that anything at all can be accomplished.

How can I now find that guidance and belong in the existence of my own personal truth?
Only by looking inward and asking for the guidance that is yours to have, to be released into the
mind, filtered through the imagination, and delivered to the consciousness now in focus as the
you in this illusion of life.

If indeed I can receive guidance myself, then why should I listen to this information now being
given through the imagination of someone who is not even known to me?
Only because it is now this very information that will point the way to the next level of
understanding; that of how to retrieve the information once asked for and given. Can you see
the reasoning now? To know the possibility exists is enough. To sit, and listen, and bring into the
mind the guidance is enough. To linger in confusion now as to how to use this guidance would
be foolish enough, but to never even try would be foolish indeed.

In this way we send to you the techniques needed to begin the timing of your guidance.

Most human beings are quite open while asleep; some more than others.
In this time of sleep all receive what is needed in guidance, but few are able to access this
directly. All have a time that is the time their own guides come close and stand in the energy
connection and pass along what is needed to withstand the coming events of the day ahead.
This is not dreaming. It is the direct connection all receive energy through from the place that is
Home to them.

All have a home in what most call Light.

Although many names are used, not all are easily accessed, and not all are as easily called into
the place of connection. The time of your connection can be learned by writing down, on a piece
of paper, the times you awaken in the course of the night's sleep. Even just to turn over or to
adjust the comfort of your body. At these moments, the guidance is delivered directly into the
waking mind. In time, you may find that your time is always approximately the same time each
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night. When you let this surely come into focus, these moments will seem longer and longer,
and the movements of the body take you into the waking state longer and longer until the sound
of the guidance can be recalled the next morning. When this is established, the next step is to
write all down, not only the time and date. In this flow exists the guidance you need to
understand your own way of existence.

Many connect in this way to each other in life.

In the nightly guidance, you may be directed to others from your place in Light and join into the
illusion as partners. Relationships may come to be that were never before imagined. They are
imagined, and in the request comes the answer. And, in that answer, the effect of the request is
seen as the lesson asked for by none other than you! To all who say, “I know this already”, I say,
stand by and allow the ones who do not to catch up please. In the ordering of the package of
events to come, the guidance now becomes valuable.

If you can see the results without the pain of experience, all flows smoothly.
If heeded, this alone can smooth out the path before you. If it goes unheeded, nothing is ever
lost and you will experience the same result; but it shall indeed arrive in the physical illusion to
be experienced, not only in the emotional illusion of thoughts and feelings. One way or the
other, these lessons must be recognized in order to be useful in a growth well earned.

Not everything can be felt as only pleasure or pain.
Much must be experienced in the illusion itself to bring into consciousness the result not only
felt, but also seen in the very fabric of your life. Things such as the birth and raising of a child;
the need of, and returning of, physical love as well as physical touch; and the sense of looking
over the world you find yourself in. Most is benign in nature, but in the very request for growth
much can be, and is, painful to the mind as well as the body. In the breaking of the body when
requested, the emotion released is not only fear, but also the healing of the very same emotion
– fear.

In the leaving of a loved one for another, the emotions released are that of abandonment for one
and fear for the other. One fears being left, one fears leaving – or one fears the result of being
left and the other fears the result of leaving a loved one alone. Even for the ones who have
come to the place of mutual decision, the same emotion is released and healed in the release.
One painful in the body, the other painful in the mind. One releasing fear, the other releasing
fear of an emotional event. Both, however, are exactly what was ordered.

So, now, stand at the gate of understanding at the next level; that of how the illusion can seem
so out of control.
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The Fabric of Time

In the time it takes today to begin this chapter, what is called the unraveling of the fabric will
begin in earnest. This is considered to be something quite solidly sewn together in the illusion.
All of the strings are neat and perfectly matched and all of the arranging is neatly and perfectly
matched in your life by a very new and fully unexpressed idea. This is not what most call
synchronicity, it is what is not called anything yet, but we now name it for you.

In the world of illusion, what we call the Silver Cords of the fabric of time is what holds all

together.

This cord, as we call our life, is also seen as our path. The path weaves in and out and through
the illusion. We stay on the path when we are guided to know the path, and wander off if we
lose touch with that guidance. In this we sometimes want no help from anyone at all, and
sometimes call out in the pain of confusion.

If we call out, that call is always heard and is not given over to one who stands separate, waiting
to be given a task. It is taken directly to our own personal guidance system and the answer
comes immediately through our own mind, into the imagination, filtered through as we have
said, and into the consciousness we hold as our own. In the process – if we can find the place
of connection – we can receive the guidance directly, or not, according to the way we choose to
know that the callback is from our guidance system or from our imagination.

Most say their imagination is running wild.

Some call it the state between waking and dreaming and trust only the fact of the information,
and not the information itself. In the beginning of your practice you may recall little, but stay with
it and some actual cornerstone will be possible. Not all are even ready to accept the possibility
of this guidance, and until you see it as possible it cannot happen.

In all the fabric we now see around us, the only give-away to knowing it is only an illusion is this:
in the very comers of your own illusion you will detect the seams. To know the seam is sewn
tightly is to keep it sewn tightly, but to begin to detect the seam is to begin to unravel the seam.
This may sound undesirable to some.

How can I live once I have seen the illusion for what it is, and still stay happy in my life? How
can I stay in my complete belief system and still see the truth of all about me?
Being aware is not being left in the mind with no illusion, it is only knowing that the illusion can
be changed according to what you need to live more fully in the moment.

How can I change the illusion to suit my life and still keep to the path I see as what is my lot in
life?
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By knowing the path can twist and turn and intertwine in all directions and still be your path.
Nothing that is yours is lost and nothing that is yours is ever given away. All you now have you
have earned in your experience and your emotional center.

To feel is to know, and in this alone can you validate your experience.
If you see yourself as sad, are you not a sad feeling person looking for the way to find
happiness? Much too simple an example? Here's one better. When you give to another person
the love you have to give, you are so in love that you know only the truth about the feeling, not
the result of the feeling, or the result of the relationship in your life. Only that you feel so in love
that all about you, in the midst of a complete and total exchange involving the other person, is
this exchange of feelings.

This is exactly how all feelings affect us.

We feel sad and then see sadness. We feel only unable to cope and we are unable to cope. We
feel ashamed of something and we will see all in the truth of shame. When we let the emotion of
hatred fly, we see all around us as the enemy and in this light we answer all with hatred.
Sometimes we see something not completely understood, as now, and see this not as possible.
But in knowing or feeling it may be possible, it becomes possible. This is the basis of all in the
illusion. Not a complicated concept above the understanding of all in the illusion, but still
necessary to explain as a basis for what now will follow.

Taking Responsibility

When all is given in the illusion, why do we need to even answer the guidance? If all is exactly
as it should be, why bother to think it can be changed? If you say the illusion is only that, why
even think about it at all; rather just enjoy the ride?
We must now look at the way our experience intertwines with all around us. We are never
isolated in a single thing we do or say. All is so wrapped into the illusion that, to be part of it, we
must be carefully maintained and carefully kept on track. If you stop in your asking and let it all
go up in smoke, it will not, and you are left with an illusion full of someone else’s wants and
needs. All know how this feels when suddenly seen as the way we allow our lives to be directed
by our partners-in-life, our parents when young, or our older and wiser teachers... the list goes
on. This is not the first time you have heard this, but it can be the last time you say, “I know the
truth of that in my own life.”

In taking responsibility for your own personal illusion, you take back the ordering of the
packages you choose to experience in your own life. Simple to say, but not so simple to actually
do. “I ordered the lottery ticket last week”, you say. "What happened?" Exactly that. You ordered
it, but never truly expected it would come to you in your life. You even said in your pleading, "If I
win I will not forget to arrange my life to suit the forces of benevolence. I will give to the poor and
care for my family and all who come I will help." In the effort to call up the lottery ticket,
arranging to pay back for your good fortune placed in your mind the seed of doubt that it could
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really happen. In the wanting of good fortune, you see yourself as one who somehow would
owe this good fortune to the world at large, and payback would be in kind.

Seeing yourself as rich is the only thing necessary. Seeing yourself as smart is the only thing
necessary. Seeing yourself as healthy is the only thing necessary. The doubt comes in when
we, as a whole in the illusion, agree to call into question that which we would like to experience
in life – in order to hide the meaning in the one place we do not look – inside ourselves. Beauty,
health, wealth, intelligence, and must-have knowledge are all waiting to be called forward into
the conscious mind.

It now sounds so easy and so tempting, but how does one begin again? We say this. To know
yourself as one who stands in the illusion as a connected part of the illusion, brings what you
need. To know yourself as one who stands in the illusion as an integrated part, brings what you
want.

To know yourself in this way, you need first to accept the illusion as just that, the illusion we call
life. In that life we travel as a whole, and in our own part of the whole, we are expected to bring
into the illusion what is ours to give to all. Some are to spread knowledge, some to spread
healing of the ills of the mind, some to build the physical world, and some to soothe the way for
the confused. All are here with a gift and must share this gift. Your gift is to now take yourself out
of the belief that you are only connected, and know yourself as integrated. In this way you share
the gift of experiencing the illusion as an illusion to be controlled, and used as it was designed,
to benefit all in the illusion. Just as you would have spread the wealth of the lottery to appease
your sense of unfair gain.

Now will you spread your knowledge of knowing the truth to appease your sense of integration

with the whole?

In times of turmoil in our lives, we shut down the connection, sometimes to the point of complete
closure. In these times all spins out of control. Now you see the answer is only to let yourself
stay connected and be guided in your choice to walk ahead of the turmoil. Right now, we are
about to experience the unraveling of the fabric of this illusion before us, and all are needed now
to be able to explain to others who cannot understand what is about to take place. This will be
no easy task, and only some are able and willing to take the step into the place of being
scorned, and those who will not understand shall call them the "bringers of destruction." They do
not bring the destruction of the Earth, but the clearing out of the second-hand emotions and
over-used temptations of the illusion. These will be replaced by emotions of stability, and
temptations of a different sort – still temptations, but now viewed in the light of truth.

Can we see this now as possible, or do we still only see the world of taking what comes our
way, and accepting the correction as pain and disaster?
In all of the places on earth to live and begin a life, we all see the ocean as the place to be. In
that choice we come to occupy the edges of the continents in great numbers. This is not only
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unfortunate, but also quite necessary in the cleaning process. Many now ask to be released
from the coming events. Please do not panic in your choice of spots on Earth. All will come
more slowly than you may believe. The process of selection is not that God selects his favorites
to be taken and all others are left behind. It is that all can choose to stay or leave for Home.
Some have chosen ahead of time to come Home sooner than later. But all who now sit before
these words have chosen to stay and wait out the timing of this change in the illusion.

The Selection

We now see this as how the selection will unfold.

Those who seek out the truth will hold the answers for those who look for the answers. We now
are giving this information in many ways and in many languages. All on Earth will be given this
choice. All will know the way is to see the choice as theirs alone. No one will be left to stay in a
state of confusion even though they may choose confusion over the awakening of the mind to
what is being given to all internally now. If indeed there is guidance within, why should we not
stay within and look to our own way to survive in the coming events?

We are all integrated in the illusion.
None can be given the way to survive without all being given the way to survive. Some will know
the way is to go within, but many will not even listen when told the direction by the police who
direct traffic. In this, as in all things, accept now the responsibility of directing the ones who will
not even listen. To you this may seem simplistic, but to many this is an unknown in their lives
and they are not even ready to see themselves as not of their body only yet.

How can I assist in this major evacuation of the planet as you see it?
By standing at the ready, by learning the secrets of the illusion, by implementing the knowledge,
and by passing on to all who ask what you now know to be true. All will be assisted in this
learning. If you are standing in front now, you have started the learning process. Knowing this
alone takes you to the next level of understanding.

If indeed you now stand at the front of the line, then to you comes the next step.
This is the calling out of the information around you. We mean, of course, not to stand on the
corner as the prophets of old, but to come to the podium and speak in your own words what you
know. Each has a unique method of delivery. Each will reach the people that they alone can
reach. All will accomplish the same goal, and in the accomplishment, we will ready the world of
illusion for change.

Take heed now of not standing until you are prepared.

If too uninformed you will spread panic and division. We must stand informed and united in the
releasing of information to the public who now see no such change about to occur. Sometimes
the ground swell of public opinion is detrimental to any process of informing them of what is to
come. In the past, the greatest of errors were never truly seen as coming until the day the first
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shot was fired, or the first bomb dropped. In the ways of the human species, all are interested in
survival only when it is about to be taken away. In this, all races and all nationalities are the
same in this pursuit of the comfort of living in a world of safety, and will never see the coming of
the disaster until it begins.

"So," you ask, "How can we call this choice?"
In the coming of the guidance now felt by all, each will choose to listen or to refuse to listen.
Each will hold the key to the survival of their own body and, in the choosing of the staying or
going, will be given the choice. Some now begin to journey toward the day they will return.
Some see what is coming and choose not to stay. Some will come back into Light to be the very
guides we speak of in the process of informing all who will be given the choice – through the
mind, filtered by the imagination, and into the consciousness of each and every one alive at the
time.

Can you now see the course of action to be taken in preparation of what is to come in the
changing of the illusion?
We keep saying the word 'illusion' for the sole purpose of showing the word is exactly the truth.
It is not a symbol, or a word used in place of the truth to show the truth as something of earthly
fashion. All is illusion in the truest sense of that word. All will be granted insight into this quite
soon now,.. those in the front of the line first.

As we have said, as we write these words on paper, the changes begin.

Look now to the very edges of your own illusion and see the corners begin to peel away. And,
when it becomes clear to you that it is safe, take the edge and help in the peeling away to
hasten the information flow. To do this is not so very hard. Stand and look about to all who are in
the same room.

Can you detect the glow around the very edges of your sight?
We know you have heard this before, now again look to see this has meaning in the way to
begin the peeling. If you know it is there, it will be there. Simple, but simply true.

In this way of perception, now we will gain insight into the vastness of the plan of the Universe
and all of the integrated parts.
None are left behind; none are left in confusion; none are to be left with no way to know the
answers, and none will be denied the chance to move forward in line.

Can you now see the plan of evacuation starting to take form in your mind?
It is orderly and even smooth if followed in the step-by-step way we know it will happen if only
we can enlist the help of those of you who are in the illusion to do just that. The newly
awakened will need the information to be given simply, and the rest will assist them to quickly
accept all that is passed along the line.
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In this way of passing along the information in a systematic way, less will be lost in translation if
we now stop to examine an event long passed into legend. It is of the one called into the illusion
to correct the illusion once before, and did so in the way of all who now see the Christian
religion as their chosen way to know themselves. Of course, it is only one such path, but useful
now as an example.

In a time of turmoil, the energy of the Source of All came into the illusion as a man, and with
words and actions, changed the all-around direction the illusion was to take. From one of
distrust, to one of trust in the love of the God of all. Trust was something in short supply before
this new idea of brotherly love was first passed into the illusion. In the same way, a new
consciousness will be passed into the illusion once again. It will consist of the idea that all can
stay connected to guidance and, if nurtured from infancy, can grow into the fullest of gifts and be
allowed a time to experience what is asked for without the doubt of the one doing the asking.
When the necessary souls are in place, the true nature of the illusion can once again flow in the
direction of the intended experience of the Self in the process of knowing itself as the Source of
All. And, in that knowing, will come the experience asked for and accepted as such. In time, the
whole of the illusion will once again be on track with what was originally intended; to provide for
all who choose the physical realms as how they would learn the lessons and receive the
experience needed to learn how to know the self as an individual part of Source.

Now, to this we must add one more exception to this rule.

If indeed no one is to be left behind, what of those who stay, without this connection in place, to
rescue those who are still here and search for answers? None will be here without the
necessary connection in place. If right now you are reading this, your connection process has
begun in earnest. We are not about to give you some - but not all – you will need to choose to
stay on to lead those who look for guidance once the change comes and the place of illusion is
once more settled into peace.

To this end, we now give the solution to the problem of the time frame.

"When all comes into alignment" simply means the time for change is at its greatest. We sense
now the need is growing. We see in our daily lives the pictures of a world about to see the edge
of a great calamity coming into focus. Many have known for a long time that the coming of this
calamity would foretell the change, but most were not yet able to see the form or the time frame.
It is now close enough to be spoken of in the terms of something in contemporary times ahead.
To look too far ahead brings only panic, and the legends of old will surface, bringing with them
the sense of doom that was seen in the times of the prophecies we viewed. They were passed
into the illusion then, in order to be passed along into the minds of all, through the medium of a
legend told at a time of upheaval. In this way, it could be looked at as the willingness of some to
believe, and some to scorn, the very thought that anything like that could ever happen. Now,
enough time has passed to soften the ravings of the seers and lessen the panic involved with
change.
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Sometimes only the truth is what will bring change, and sometimes only the illusion of truth is
needed to bring change.
Right now, only the illusion of truth is needed. Some thought the plain truth would be spoken by
all who know it as truth. In this way now, we prepare the way for the truth to come. Some have
been called once again to stand in the forefront and call to the others who will know the call and
respond in kind. This now is happening as we speak. We call to you to respond in kind. The
spreading of the words needed to make the choice is as important as the making of the choice.
In this small way, we all as one can move forward in line, to stand at the head of the class.

The Wave

This is the first wave to be sent through.

You are all part of that first wave. The wave can be seen as a tidal wave or as a wave of
consciousness that will engulf all in one way or another. Now, on the level of understanding, we
call out a new way to see the wave about to hit the shore!

When the call goes out, who will answer? Who will even see the importance of making the
commitment to the spreading of words yet to be truly proven as accurate?
In the time it takes to write this chapter, more will be awakened in their moment of confinement
to know that freedom is the call now, and that to answer the call is to look about you and see
that the freedom you know as yours now is to be spread to all you can awaken yourself. This
freedom is that of choice. When the choice is made to look about, the knowing of the illusion
finds the way to show itself.

Once glimpsed, it can never be again forgotten.

To those who see the edges peeling away, we give the next level of understanding – to now let
the pealing vision freely and quickly come into focus as what is no longer needed to be looked
at. When you see it as an illusion, look away to the next object in your line of sight. This next
object is no different from the last. It too is part of the illusion and will pass in the same way.
Moment by moment now will fall away until your life is streamlined into only what you know as
yours, and only what can be useful in the wanting of the knowledge to be gained when all else is
seen as that of illusion.

When we are finally able to look in wonder at that which we once saw as our lives, we can say
to ourselves, “I am now free to be who I have always known myself to be, and now I will show
myself to all who have the eyes to see me as this one. To begin my transformation in the view of
all in the illusion, will not take courage, only the will to know it is possible.” That statement is
quite simple in its simplicity. Nothing is needed, but sometimes the words give us the focus to
stay on the straight line that is the quickest way between two points. One point being the sleep
of forgetfulness, and the other being the awakening of our minds to know our souls are already
waiting to climb aboard the train to knowing the truth of all.
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Sometimes, we who look into the timeline of the future are not able to see the outcome because
there is not a clear decision yet.
This decision is made as you travel along your path. When we give you vision, we keep to what
we know to be universal truth and not personal truth. “The truth is the truth”, you may say. "Not
at all," we answer. In the truth of your own illusion you may stand tall and walk forward gladly,
willingly and smartly addressing all obstacles. In the universal truth you may be frozen in time,
looking back at things that left you wounded and bleeding with no resolution to be seen as the
finish. In this way we carry forward all of our lessons to be finished one way or the other.

If I were abandoned by a loved one to be eaten by the wolves at my door in one life, will I
always be expecting that same loved one to leave me again?
The answer is yes, if you are not yet finished with the lesson intended. This does not indicate
that you failed to see the lesson, only that you did not resolve the lesson in the way intended.
One such way would have been to thank the one who left you with words of forgiveness.
Another way would have been to see it as a good lesson in self-sacrifice. Still another way, the
preferred way, would be to know you requested the lesson and take it as given in love and let go
of any need to look out over that life as anything still needing to be resolved. In the time it takes
to write one word - forgiveness - we can let go of all karma brought along the way of not seeing
the truth of what karma really is. Not the balancing, but the releasing of one side of the scale,
then the releasing of the other side of the scale. To call into play now all of the ways to release
would serve no purpose yet. Until you ask the question, you will not even recognize the answer.

If indeed you have asked and now find yourself flooded with memories and feelings of joy, pain,
love, hate, and possible non-existent need for the return of someone you can not even
remember, then know that you have been answered. In the words of the one who called out in
the darkness, it will once again come home to roost in the only place available to roost in now –
so that no more quarter is given in your soul. That place is in your heart, and your heart will feel
as if breaking as the only way to give vent to all of the emotions that flood the little organ. In
some cases, the pain is physical in the actual organ. Most experience the flood as an emotional
roller-coaster ride. Take time to understand that the only way to ever feel relief is through the
release of the pain you brought forth in this incarnation as unresolved.

Now, if you are still saying, “But this we know. Many say this again and again and few give the
answer to how it is to be released in this life.”
New to the information given so far is this; to release you need only to address it as if you can
once again feel the pain. You will never be asked to relive what you have already lived through.
In this way you can be helped by professionals who call into your mind all that you hold deeply
in your subconscious mind, and the release comes with the review, not with the reliving of the
life long past. Some say, “Yes. Yes. Yes.” But many are not yet ready to undergo hypnosis or
treatment in the office of a professional. Time and money may not permit this, as well as fear of
the unknown. If we can pass along the truth of the release as being only review, many will not
be so worried about finding death and mutilation in a life long ago. To be willing to watch a
movie starring yourself can only seem in no way frightening. When giving yourself what you
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need is not available through a professional, see to it yourself in your own time, in your own way
with your own guidance. No time limit, and no need to explain.

What is presented to you will be your personal truth.

No amount of calling it imagination will ever do once you know the feeling of your own personal
truth. Now we can move to the next level of understanding and stay in this thought. It continues
in the same vein – the willingness to release. Even if you have a review of a life where you were
once left to the wolves, you may still wish for further experience with wolves at your door. In this
way perhaps, poverty is why you now see wolves at your door, or maybe you really do still see
wolves in the form of some who look to harm you in physical form. This can sound foolish until
you are in the situation. Once again, you may look to know more about yourself and about just
what can happen when left alone to withstand the onslaught of effects, which can be myriad in
all situations. Concerning all lessons, all things needed and wanted are requested, when looking
to grow beyond what you now know yourself to be, both in life and in the natural state in which
you truly exist.

Now, we name that state for those who know it not.
It is called Light by some, Heaven by others and, yes, that word once again, Hell, as the only
word we still have for all else not yet brought into the Light of existence.

Can I call out for release if I still see the wolves in this life?
Yes, of course. All is open in the illusion to change what is not ever wanted as a lesson already
learned. Given now the chance to live in a life of smooth release, or of the bumpy road to
renewed vigor with your wolves – which do you choose? Seeing the effect, is the same as living
the effect once again. See the effect abuse has on the soul of the child abused and on the soul
of the abuser. With no judgment made, call to the one in you abused to release, and to the one
who allowed the abuse, to release all concerned now and forever. About the remaining abuse
not requested, release does work well, and as surely as you will see the result in your life, it will
also cleanse your karma as thoroughly as any amount of rebalancing you can do.

To those who understand this, we now move on.
If you are not yet sure what we mean by review of the past life, find someone who will help you
simply by asking for help in your time of guidance each night.

Taking our guidance further.

When more and more people see the connection as one of the heart, and not only the plane

of the physical body, we will be listened to as guidance.

In the time it takes to say, “Please may I see more now in my heart?” More will appear in the
hearts of those who look to the head for answers. The heart is the center for the filter called
imagination. The head is the communication to the guidance, and the way we understand is the
illusion itself. What we see is what we said we would look at in this way, to understand in depth
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the lesson of the very evolution of the planet in the way all in this life will soon come to be
known as "The Clearing of the Planet." In the years to come this may not seem a possibility, but
when all has happened this will seem an underestimated event.

When the time comes and all is in place, the few who look to the surface of the event will see
only what it is, not what it means to be given the choice. And when the event is spoken of in
history, it will be one of immeasurable sorrow. This will also be necessary to the memory of the
consciousness that will be evolving.

May we now say to all who listen, the time is not a time of sorrow but a time of the greatest of all
events in the history of the illusion.
This event we will look to as the reason we climbed the ladder into the new way – to find the
guidance we keep in our own minds. In the time it takes to say, “now I understand,” we will be –
once again – looking to ourselves to know that the way to be ourselves is to stand tall in our
own knowledge. It is in this one way only that life can continue in the way it has for all of the
history of the planet called Earth.

If we are given the now-found revelation that the only way to know ourselves is through the
heart, then how can we look at what is coming as anything but what is exactly needed and
desired?
It then becomes the only way to begin again, new and fresh, in our illusion of what we call the
willingness of the heart to look within and see the truth.

If indeed we can see the truth in this, then we can move into the level of understanding that
brings with it the knowledge that all will never be left to suffer in the aftermath, but will be quickly
led into the new way to see how to survive in the environment that will seem so strange, and
somehow quite looking like a Garden of Eden?
No more will there be the water of the acid rain, or the melting of the ice caps that we all see as
what is to come. This will seem as something so small no one will even seem to care. All will be
accepted as the flow of the Earth cleansing itself and, the way we address these problems will
seem easy in the simplicity of knowledge of the workings of the ways and means we will then
possess.

What can we do but know the truth, when all else is no longer keeping us in the trance of the
everyday?
One day, working to keep us in the illusion will no longer be the preferred method of staying
happy in the illusion.

When the other shoe drops this will then seem self-evident, but what does that mean to the
ones who choose to stay and reestablish the civilizations of the Earth?
It only means that all will then find that the need of the one will be the need of all. In this, all will
know that their needs are met and it is the wants that make the difference between people on
Earth.
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Now, can we begin to see the unfolding of the new plan for the way that we will exist in the
illusion?
Needs being met will relieve the burden of the daily treading of water, only to find that we can
then give all of our creative energy to the truest endeavors we know to be our path in the
illusion. Whether we let the creative mind flow in the works to be once again called the
construction of the world, in such things as the new buildings of the future, or what will always
be needed - to know joy in art of the future times of keeping ourselves in the truth of all.

Can you understand the way this will all fall into place?
When the news is leaked out that there is nothing to fear but fear itself, all will look ahead to this
coming event as not a catastrophe but a time to choose the way to be of help. In the trenches,
or in the place of guidance calling out directions. No one will not be given the choice, and no
one will be given the choice without the knowledge to make that choice with all of the inner
guidance now available to all.

The only thing left now is to find the correct way to access that guidance and to be truly able to
understand it without the sense of dread and fear it can inspire in those who understand it not
as a clearing of the Earth, but as a cataclysmic event of the natural world.

Now see to the possibility that this can be averted as such by the simple acceptance of the
emotion of the event without the actual event itself.
With that in mind see the wave of consciousness as the tidal wave of the clearing. See the
earthquake of the Earth as the quaking of the heart. See the devastation of the whole of
civilization as the opening of the mind to the possibility of the clearing as being exactly what is
needed and requested by all on Earth right now.

No one is looking to wipe clean the face of the Earth of all we have accomplished in this

illusion.

We can now begin the understanding of the term release of the emotional reaction to all we see
and do in the illusion as what we see as disaster. It will and can be just that, a disaster of the
magnitude we all foresee, or the clearing away of the need to experience that disaster in the
illusion. When the time comes to see the choice, all will be included in the choice and will need
the complete understanding of just how we can accomplish the same goal without the actual
event.

So, now we come to this new level of understanding: that of the release being the event and

not the physical death of all on Earth who will not see the truth.

If needed, that will be the way of the clearing. And yes, it will come soon in your history. All now
look at this prediction of disaster in difficult ways. Some now see only the physical disaster as
the clearing, but some are starting to listen to the released information and are beginning to
understand that it is in the release that all will be cleared. When we have the proper
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understanding of the way to know the truth of the illusion, we can then begin to look outward to
the world for the confirmation we need from nature.

In all of nature we never find one single animal that asks for more than what is needed to
survive the coming hard time ahead. Whether that time is famine, or drought, or the cutting
away of its very habitat. Still that creature will ask only what it needs and will gratefully accept
exactly that when the time comes to be prepared for the coming disaster.

How can we reach for the way to survive in the cataclysm, when that very survival is granted to
all by way of the choices made right now?
In the process of the preparation to hide in the hills and survive the devastation of the world, we
grant to the event all the energy we hold to help change the event for all. Hiding is not for the
wise man, but for the fool on the hillside who knows no way to give what he knows to his fellow
men. In the granting of the possibility of mass annihilation, we give to that possibility all it needs
to appear in the illusion as what you expect. Knowing this was, until now, an easy way to keep
yourself free from the responsibility of taking into the illusion what is needed to avert the
physical event and allow the emotional release. If, when called to stand in the forefront of this
passing along of what is to be given to all, you also lend yourself to what you see as the way to
survive in the face of a physical event, it simply cancels out the credibility in the eyes of those
you take to task to change what is about to come.

In the biblical days of the flood, Noah built a boat to keep his family safe. In his boat he took
along two of all in creation. In this way he symbolically repopulated the Earth after the great
flood. In the times of the Christ, all were symbolically released, in the physical release of one
who represented all. In times to come, one will again represent all. That one shall inherit the
Earth and all will share in the aftermath of the way he chooses to release.

What in all of creation can that mean?
Only this: when we see ourselves as one and release all of our worn-out emotional trauma, that
release will bring with it the coming of the possibility of the return of Heaven on Earth.

Can you see the path before you now? Can you walk that path and not look to the safety net of
preparing for the worst? Look only at your life as preparing for life. Look to your death as only
preparing for the way you will truly know the existence of your soul in the way it was created.
Give no thought to the time of your passing out of the physical, only to the time of your passing
into the place you will see as your Home.

Now, if we are ready, we will look at the exact timeframe for all of the information being
released, now being complete.
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We must take a turn into that which cannot be experienced in the emotional center only.

Some things need to come into the physical to show, once and for all, the way of release.
When in the realm of the physical, you conceive of an idea that brings you to a new way of
understanding yourself. We in the position of granting you the experience of that idea are willing
to give you what is needed and also what is wanted. If you want someone who can give you that
which you desire in the way of a sexual partner, you are granted exactly that. But, in that
experience is inherent all of the pitfalls that are also part of that package. By this we mean to
show you the attachments that also come with any and all of the ideas you choose to manifest
in the illusion. If you choose to live a life of sexual attachment, as most do, you also bring into
the illusion the means to learn responsibilities for another who stands in your energy of physical
attraction. If you then see this is not to your liking, much is involved in the release. Not only the
permission to go out of the energy of attraction, but also the fulfillment of all the responsibility
you agreed to in the process. It is not an easy process to walk away from one you held so
closely in your illusion.

In all of our discussions we continually speak of what is given as needed and wanted, as if

they are separated by your desire.

Now we tell you the difference is not in the desire, but in the way you see yourself in the desire.
If you want a sexual partner to love, you will receive that love in the connection. If you see this
same partner as being yours to hold in the mind, that is what you will receive in the connection.
Both are preferred, and this is the way it was meant to be. As something needed, the sexual
connection, and also something wanted, the love of one held closely by another. To look
outward as two, who can stand in the illusion as one, is a gift of the process of manifestation.
Some will never know this gift as a truly protected gift. Others will always know the safety of
being held in the arms of a mate. It comes as a need and it comes as a want, not only as one or
the other. In this way we see the process of what now can be viewed as the way to know
another person as who they are in the illusion.

If all who see the truth in this are ready to take it to the next level, then we can now let this

come into focus.

Will you want the comfort of the trust you may choose, or the pain of unwillingness in the
connection of both wanted as love, and needed as sexual release? What happens when all in
the illusion finally come to see the safety of a relationship as being not in the contract but in the
connection of one to another? Can all who face this truth stand against the expected contractual
agreement now made to give a false sense of security to a relationship that needs a legal tie?
When this truth is faced, there will no longer stand between the two who choose each other as
the way to view each other as anything but an equal partner in all things needed and wanted in
this, the world of illusion. As in all things, only the understanding is needed to bring into focus
what needs to be released. When you view the source of the emotion, all else is in the realm of
the mind. The mind is a very powerful place to release any and all things no longer necessary to
learn the lesson given and asked for by the soul who now sees it as jointly brought into the
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illusion. If all understand this way to release painlessly, we can step into the understanding now
that to see yourself as the one who is released is to know you are also the one who requested
the release in this lifetime.

So, how can we bring about this emotional release and know what needs to be released?

In this way – allow the emotion to surface and look to the effect in your illusion. Are you in a
relationship that only brings you one or the other, the need or the want? Can you look carefully
enough to understand the reason behind the attraction? Is it only physical or sexual in nature?
Or, is it love so deeply felt that to join is the most enjoyable way to communicate? Can you look
over your life and say, “Without you I could not rest in my own bed?” To rest in the comfort of
another is the clue to the correct connection. Being in the presence of one you love is not only
needed, but also wanted. If you see that, then all else is a place of responsibility to another, not
the simple pleasure of another. If your mind now calls out to you to look at your partner in a new
way, then perhaps it has been an emotional release for you to see your relationship in this light.
Now we move on once more and let go of all our unwanted relationships in the light of an
emotional response to something not even on the surface of the emotional sea, but deep within
dark waters of the past.

Take time now to give yourself what you need in order to know that the way you answer

another is the way you will be answered in the timeline ahead.

If as an object of desire or an object of pain, as a partner in love or a partner in despair of ever
finding the love you seek as your own. No one is ever left alone in life. All have the way to join
others in the dance of life. When one door closes, another is opened. And when all doors close,
the curtain comes down.

So, will you open your eyes to the one before you now and truly allow the love to flow?
We know this is the way all will someday know the truth of the love sent to you from the Source
of all.

The Clearing

Even in the simplest things we say, all who read these words will know the secret of what is to

come.

The beginning of The Clearing is now. Even in the simplest ways, begin to understand all can,
and must, focus the mind and come into the place of the heart in order to release enough
emotional pain to show that the way is of the mind, not the environment. In this way, all who
choose not to stay will not be drowned in a tidal wave of seawater, but in a tidal wave of
emotional release. They will leave behind the need to be released from the body in order to
come into alignment with all that is to come. Sometime soon, we will look out to see that nothing
has happened to the Earth at all, but all is new. And the only way we can know this is by the
way we all see ourselves as ones who know The Clearing is finished. In this way the population
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will have been decreased dramatically and the Earth's resources will have been safely renewed
in the most inventive of ways.

The time to see the plan of the Universe is now. In this way we can look at the course we now
see plainly laid out before our eyes. In this way stands only one thing. That one obstacle is the
ignorance the majority has of any belief in the possibility of guidance from someplace not of
their own senses. All who look out of the eyes of the physical body, need to see guidance, or
hear guidance through the ears, or even the touch of a guide would help to ensure that it was
not only imagination. Some now know this is not needed, but most still give only what credence
they can when confronted with something they cannot explain in any other way.

So, can we talk now to those who are finally ready to release the notion that only the physical
senses can produce what is considered guidance, by not only the mind but also by the
imagination?
Even in the times of old, only those who were called by God were ever thought to have enough
valuable information from guidance to be seen as a prophet of God. If you were to live long
enough in this timeline, you would see that all who have guidance in the way we speak of are
prophets of guidance. Look out into the illusion in front of you and give to yourself what is
needed now to hear for yourself what the prophets of your time now say. To be one yourself is
the only way to completely understand and become confident in the guidance we send.

So, how will I retrieve for myself what I need to be a prophet?
Only this; the willingness to see it as not only possible, but also as yours by the right of who you
are in the place you exist when not in that body you so love to see as yourself. In this way you
place into your illusion all you will ever need by way of guidance. When someone tells you it is
possible, it suddenly is, but not until you are ready to accept the premise that all is given, and
only waiting to be discovered once again. Then, see it as something that was born right into
your mind at the same time you were given a mind.

In the possession of a mind comes what can be called the gift of existence.
Although, existence is more than a mind in Light; it is also the way to exist in Light. Just as love
is the telling of love to another, the mind needs to be in existence in order to know itself as
something that came into the illusion as a way to exist in a time of history called "The Time of
The Clearing". To be in this time in history, you agreed to see this as possible and now, as you
read these chapters, you know it is possible. To know it is possible, take it right into the mind
and filter it through the imagination, then bring it into the consciousness of whom you see
yourself as right now. Again and again we repeat that phrase, not to bore you, but to instill it with
the same fervor we see you have for the things you hold onto in life as important enough to
keep in your mind and call for again and again.
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To all of you who are quite tired of what you receive time and again, the way to change the

order has just been given.

How long will it take you to look to your own guidance in the effort to start the process in a new
direction?
Stay ready now to see changes in your life as all comes into focus when the effort is made and
the recording device is changed into a new message being sent out.

Sometimes the message is sent out, but with no way to receive the requested illusion.
To be sure, this is not your problem. Stay out of the way and step into the finished product when
it comes around again. In time you will know the reason to see it as finished. If indeed you will
choose something that is to be wanted and can be seen as exactly the right package to order,
then you may as well do it completely. This is as if you are already being the very thing you are
wanting. Sometimes, this may seem impossible, but it is exactly the way to accomplish this goal.

If you need a ride to the store, you just ask for the ride. Then you accept the offer from a
neighbor, and then you go shopping, and finally see what you want and let it be purchased in
order to bring it home with you. If you need a new place to live, first you see the possibility of
that place to live, then you look for exactly what kind of home you will choose. Next, you accept
the possibility of that home being yours, and finally you purchase it in the way that will show up
as the way to own this home. It is not the purchasing that is the difficult part; it is the accepting
that it is possible to purchase that home in the way you see yourself now. See it as if you will be
able, when the time comes, to have what you need and it will come. When all you see are the
possible ways you cannot yet have the money to purchase, you are actually looking into the
illusion and taking with you all of the doubt you know of as the ways not to have that home when
you want it. It may still come, but the doubt will bring into the illusion the delay of all. So, see
your home, let yourself know it is yours now, and give yourself the gift of belief in yourself as
one who can bring what you want into this life. It is as possible as wanting to see yourself as
someone who can have anything at all.

Now we speak to the doubt.

When doubt is present in any way no actual package will be delivered until all doubt is released.

How can we show you the importance of this in one way only?
To release doubt you must not even know you are in doubt.

How can this happen?
By seeing yourself as one who always knows that what will appear is exactly what you ordered.
No doubt you already know this, but now know it in a new way. To doubt you can have what you
want brings that exactly. To know it will come is to doubt not-at-all. Someone who doubts
not-at-all calls out in a constant stream exactly what they need and want to come into their life.
Someone who doubts, calls out orders that contradict each other all of the time. To say, “I need
a new home, in the country, right by the sea shore, with a place to see the mountains of the
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Rockies” is a contradicting way to order what you want. Say, “I want a home on the coast with a
view of a mountain in the distance and the feeling of the countryside.” In this way nothing is
incorrect, only not exact. It is fine to not be exact in the details, but be exact in the description
and in what you truly choose for yourself. If it is a relationship, ask for what you want in this way;
I want a person of like mind to me as well as the right body type, and the vision that will take us
both to the place in life you both will see as the correct place to live. Not only the body type, or
the bankbook, or the brain of a genius,.. all must be a package. As one who knows what you
want, all can be yours right now.

Can I call to myself exactly what it is that I need in order to have exactly what I want right now?
Time is never a problem when you are clear. Only doubt is the problem. Even in something as
simple as accomplishing the goal of producing a book about manifestation. Doubt delays the
completion and time is used up in the discussion of the book, not the actual writing of the book.

Now we speak to everything else in your life.

How can I truly know what it is I want if all I do is see what I have as my lot in life? How can I
look about, see one misfortune and lost opportunity after another, and realize this is what I
called for until now?
By being the one who now believes it to be different and knows it is not only possible, but also
desirable, and chosen as your only way to be in life. We need only this one belief in the ordering
of our life. In the time we chose to focus in the physical world, we ordered the life we would live
right down to the detail of the color of our eyes. Once in life, we suddenly see nothing important
about our eye color at all.

If this is as real as we make it, then why do we not ask for the items that we need to make this
life an enjoyable trip into the illusion?
We can if we choose to. So, now choose it. Tell only one story to yourself. The story of your
awakening into the light of manifestation and watch it unfold right before your eyes. The list may
be as long or as short as you make it. The time can be as long or as short as you make it. Only
doubt of the outcome will delay or deny you what is truly yours in this life before you now. Give
no room to doubt, and give no quarter to the thoughts that run through the mind unheeded; of
not being one who is able to have whatever you want in this life. Maybe you will not win the
lottery, but you will win the truest way in which you choose to live in the illusion right now.
Someday when you look into the illusion again and see that what you have chosen is no longer
what you need or want, simply look into the illusion once again with a list of changes you want
to make. Doubt not at all that these changes are yours in all the ways you choose to make them
your own. Even when the contract has been signed, sealed, and delivered, it can be changed by
knowing what needs to be changed and giving no room to doubt what you will change. If all
needs to be changed, then all will be changed in the way you now see as what is wanted. Now
that you are in the illusion, you never have to stay put because you once said; "I will now be this
way or that way." The only way is to know yourself as free of duty to anything or anyone at all
unless you choose to feel dutiful – then you are granted that duty, free of charge.
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Now come back into focus on yourself.

How can one so simple call out to the heavens and receive all that is so wanted and never be
denied again?
It can be, and will happen if you believe it will and allow it to happen. “I am in this life to allow all
to happen”, is a good way to live this life in the illusion of the physical world.

(Go on now, and give yourself the understanding to be present for the next level of
understanding.)

The How

When it is time to exchange ideas for the way you actually live, you will begin the How.

As we now look out into life, we can see what will need to be changed and how it shall be
looked at as something that needs to be changed.
Sometimes the call is made, but the willingness is not yet given the power to the mind. Mindless
wanting is something we all engage in sometimes. Being human is called just that - "human
being." Nothing is ever easily allowed to be let go, when in fact the resistance comes from a
willingness to endure the situation it causes. In all but one fact, we now call into the way we see
ourselves as people who are never sure of why we are the way we seem to be at all.

How do we ever give ourselves what we want, if we are not sure of what we want, or even if we
really want it?
One way is to stop the wanting until the time comes when something is seen as important
enough to go into yourself and request at the very moment you look out to see that it is right
before you. Some can, and do request what is already in the works, so to speak. They are the
ones who always know they are looked after in the illusion by guidance. Some see it as lucky,
only a few see it as the power of the requesting mind to call out what is exactly the right request
at exactly the right time. Waiting for the time to be right is never advised. How can the time ever
be right when no one is ever ready to see the truth until it appears before their eyes?

Will you now stay in the flow and open your mind to the infinite possibilities available to all in life
simply for the asking?

Did I really ask for this impossible life-style I now find myself so deep into that I see no way out?
Yes, and you will continue in the same impossible style until you see the correction can be made
in the time it takes to read this page. Do not feed the fire of your disillusionment by seeing it as
what you must do in order to be released from some long ago desire to please someone else, or
something no longer to your liking in the way you now choose to be in life. ALL NOW MUST
COME INTO ALIGNMENT. Until this happens, the thought is made manifest only in the mind.
Once that thought is summoned into the conscious mind, the need to refine it will take your
attention right into the very doubt we tried to see no more.
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Why will we allow this?
It is the only way it works in all things of this world. To look at the details brings to the surface
the doubt of the possibility of the choice to not even know you have the choice right before you
to view once again in the light of understanding.

Can you pretend now that all is as it should be, when the life you see as hoped for is no longer
able to be adjusted to suit the picture you painted once long ago?
Now, begin to unravel that painting as you would a tapestry of your life. “I want no more of this
color thread or that depth of that color. Bring me only one color and one way of weaving my life
into the exact picture I now see before me.” That picture can only be painted by you, and you
alone can mix the colors until all else falls away and before you stands the truth of yourself in
the world of illusion.

So, will you know how to begin right now?
Others will need to be taken by the hand. If the hand means the head or the heart we will take
your hand in love and show you, through experience, exactly what we can do right now. If you
are reading this book now, you have been given the experience needed to take the first step.
That step is to review your life, make a list, show it to yourself as only you can by looking into
your illusion of your life and weeding out the things not even remembered as what was asked
for right now. How do we weed out something long held, such as a marriage or a long held
belief in money not readily available without the help of the marriage partner? Simply by
releasing the belief that another in your illusion can take away your own way of bringing into
your own life all you are now requesting, without the doubt you once held onto for dear life.

That dear life is no longer what you see as yours, and sometimes it is not yours.
Some will always look to others for support, and some will always stand alone. Both are as
chosen, but sometimes that choice is not a clearly defined need. In choosing to stand alone we
give ourselves what we need to call out for, and receive. If we only see the union of two or more,
we call out to receive the requested experience of community. In the community of more and
more combinations, the requested experience is sometimes hard to see as yours to judge as
needed, not only for your growth, but also for the growth of all included. When time comes to
review, the only way to know the course to take is through the continued flow of emotion.
Granted, we of the time of The Clearing will see this as hard to understand, but soon enough all
will know the correct process which will enable the flow to be directed through the mind of each
individual and, from that point, be accepted or rejected. No amount of wailing or gnashing of
teeth will bring about this understanding in the present circumstances of the illusion.

Once the community mind was strong.

Tribal community was the only way to ensure survival at all. Now we stand alone on the brink of
again seeing the value in the community. Not in the sense of shared life, but in the sense of
shared belief that all can, and will, ask for the way to know themselves as first an individual, and
then a part of the whole. "As above, so below," is a saying used by some to signify that all is in a
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dance of Heaven and Earth. What we are in the light of our existence, so we are in the way we
are in the illusion as an individual. When change comes, how we see the change is exactly how
we see the change in our state of existence. When we choose to stand alone in life, it is
because we have chosen the path of single existence until help is found and once again we are
reunited in the love of our Creator. If we choose the path of two who stand as one, we choose to
unite with our own soul partner once again in existence. Sometimes we choose to be in multiple
relationships. This is only the need to renew the self-interest we once had when we were first
given the choice to stay in the love of the Creator, or to willingly leave that comfort and find the
experience of newly acquired ways of existence as one in the throes of releasing past history.

"As above, so below" is something of a challenge to understand, but it is as important to know
as is your path in this lifetime. If you can, see yourself as being one who is alone in your mind
and want to stay that way. You are alone in the way you see your existence as experience still
needed to complete your education. If in unison with a soul partner, perhaps one who loves you
only, you see the creation as extending outward. If in a multiple relationship as in community
living or as one who cannot yet commit, it is a choice to rethink the value of what you now see
as your chosen way to view existence.

Some do not even see the illusion as what it is – an illusion.

Some see it as a place in existence to enjoy. Most will soon come to see the illusion as just
exactly what is needed to give to all the experience to judge the choice of existence, and rethink
it as something wanted or something in need of readjustment. Not all who live alone stand
alone, but they do wait alone to reunite. Not all who are in a relationship are two who stand as
one, and even the most systemic communities are not full of those who know the time has come
to reevaluate the way they see themselves as people ready to stand in any other way of
existence.

This is one way to show those who are ready to understand the meaning of "As above, so
below."
The presence of information now being sent into the illusion by the ones who stand at the
gateway of the illusion, now all suddenly appear as if timid to move forward. But, when all move
forward, the information is then seen as information and not just words of no value. Sayings
intended to trigger a thought, or an inspiration, trying to move into the conscious mind sound
silly sometimes, or even so completely absurd that few ever look to the meaning. When all move
forward, that bit of information becomes the thought that inspires those who stand ready. When
all have stepped in this understanding, some will begin to look out into the illusion for the next
step to be made. These are those we call the forerunners in consciousness and are now in
place.
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Few are needed, and few are available.

These few will now take the next step and walk into the public eye. They will be seen as who
they truly are by all with eyes to see, and ears to hear, the message being made manifest right
now. One will speak of joining the minds as one. Another will show the new way of
consciousness and the manifesting of the illusion. And yet another will show that the way to
know yourself is inward, through the heart and into the soul. There is a small number, but these
will be assisted by all who awaken to the call of the One Source. They now all stand ready. They
now all know the task at hand. They now each are as one who stands as all in the process of
transformation.

Conclusion

The new illusion will be a new and clean way to enjoy the life chosen as part of the growth of the
soul in search of knowing itself as the Source of "All that is to ever be in the Universe of
existence."

Even now we watch for the turning of the wheel of destiny to land on us finally and bring to us
what we see as only the luck of the draw. Soon, we will know how to stop the wheel as it turns
and point it to what we want right now.

Taking part in the lessons of life can be rather arduous, and some see it as damn interminable.
Others, as a walk in the park with the ones they love.

How do you see it now?

Can we ask for fine weather and no rainy days?
No, not if growth is wanted. But, if only rainy days are now the normal weather conditions, then
growth will be hampered in the way of too much pain and not enough gain. Sense the truth for
yourself as you gain in understanding and plan now for what is to be the sun in your life.

Give to yourself the gift of understanding the process of manifestation in the time it takes to read
this, the first book to be given.

In closing this first installment of information, know this: your ideas are heard and all agree.
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Yang

The Mind of Making

Following Your Dreams

The days are for finding the path that will lead you into your dream. By understanding this, you
are already on that path. In deeper regions of honesty you know the truth is in your mind - you
need only to bring it into focus. This seems to be the hardest life of all; to know the truth, but not
be able to establish it in your world.

The mind lends itself to all manner of speculation. For now, recall our words of gentle reminder:
You are right in place to receive all you will ever need, want, or come to dream of owning. The
only path you will come to know is surely yours. Make this a time of debate no more.

Take yourself into your life and live it according to your own needs. The wants and desires will
follow, slowly at first, but surely.

Taking control of your thought process will be the first sign you have chosen to awaken into the
mind of making. To speak of separating issues will cause you to separate. To think of distance
between yourself and anyone will cause this distance to grow.

Knowing you are the one who develops yourself and everything in your world is a powerful tool;
use it with great care.

Your own visage is yet to be remade. ("Regained" would be more than accurate) Yes, you still
announce yourself with a certain amount of reticence. You see yourself in mind as one without
the necessary imagination to move mountains, but indeed you have the gift of a fine
imagination. Its time has come. Nothing is ever timed too soon or too late.

Only how you function while alive matters in the culmination of a lifetime. You are only beginning
to know how to think of yourself while actively involved in circumstances you see as out of your
control.

A Break In The Play

Admitting you are ready to know the sense of release will finally step you up into release. This is
rightly attuned to, for life is about to release you from many forms of need.

Be certain you know just what it is you are asking for. Look for the distance you now see before
you to end in a single thought of there being no distance, only illusions passing in front of your
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eyes.

Liken your moment in time to a break in a play, when the characters all change their costumes.
Some give up their roles entirely, but others stay and see themselves in roles that have been
expanded (for the lack of participation by those choosing to pass out of sight). To notice the
changes would allow you to invite these "stay to the end" individuals into your circle of friends
and loved ones for a closer look.

Now begin to name the price you are willing to pay for this life adventure. "Heaven on earth" is
not the picture we mean to paint. But, a clearly defined picture would be the subtle outline of the
way you would have your life begin to unfurl its signature.

Hope, Magic, and Time

Hope will always be the turning point.

When you think of your world as beginning again, you are in the grace that hope will bring. To
know the right thought to own and open is to be present in your world and watch it unfold just as
you expect it to. Do you know how this occurs?

It is the being present that calls all forces, or energies, into order. It is up to you to order that
which is as close as possible to your ideal world. Stay present – this is the most important part
of making your life turn in the direction you are looking.

The subtlety of each and every thought you process, as well as the actions and the movements
you make, all are calling at the same moment into your responsive element of energy; or force
of life. To think you are the poorer for the actions of others prompts you to receive what you are
wanting (notice the word wanting) to examine. This works automatically, whether you are
conscious of this mechanism or not.

There is no magic you cannot work if you see and think and know yourself as magical.

This is the starting point. In the days ahead, think of how all things come to you. Is it ever
through hard work in the physical world? Some do think of all coming in this manner, but you
never did teach yourself this concept... it was an afterthought you inherited from your
predecessor; no more than that.

Time will rule me not.

Time is a branch of the tree of existence and it withers before my knowledge. Into this world I lay
claim to my autonomy as I do all that is to be done without fear of death or living. It is but a
moment after all. When all is over, I will fly from here and know my name at last, in the finest
memory.
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Singing Your Own Song

How will you come to use the power of your own mind if you have nothing to show you how to
find the key?

The word key has been used, and used again without ever allowing you the cryptic answer in a
clearly given sentence. This has been to align you with an event that will be your culminating
event on this Earth. This is not death, but rather an event you know; for it will change you
profoundly enough to see right through the illusion for all your time left in this life. It comes in the
form of a deceased loved one to some, or in the form of a Grand Master to others.

You are about to be delivered the verse to your own song, sung loud and clear. You do need to
listen for your own power to be heard. The singing has started and the voice is only now gaining
clarity. But, this is a song you have sung before.

Rebellion was once the answer to the call to come into alignment. Now, that response has been
seen as a useless effort at playing the role of "independent one" against the request to join the
group mind. This is an adolescent testing of the waters while marking yourself as just one
individual among the many.

Time has led you to our door. Enough has been spoken into your mind and now you are in a
pliable mindset. This mindset holds the key we spoke of. To know you can achieve any mindset
you need to, while awakened during life, gives you the power of thought. This is a power that
comes only when you are ready to access the stores of information and the timing of the access
point has been called into being right where you are.

Now, you have found your access point. Make it work while you live the life meant to raise you
into the thought of being able to see through the veils of illusion, and to finally know yourself in
your truest form.

A Sending Forth Of Life Force

In each lifetime there is a sending forth of life force. This is a regulated force, better in youth
than at any other time.

[This thought will invoke a flood of emotion for your own children.]

These praises [for your children] are for the future. Timing is, of course, to be respected, and
making information available too soon wilts the bloom.

The whole truth is yet to be unfurled, but this is enough to curtail your incessant need to know
what is happening . . . Now is the only way to be alive.
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Time and Sense Of Purpose

The conflicts we encounter as humans in a very trying world, complicated by our own inability to
recall the purpose we arrived here for, is truly a mechanism worth trying to know better.

Yes, know better. Understanding would not help you to master your inability; knowing would.

To reach conclusions through your own inner guessing is lost hours of your life. But, if you could
recall your purpose, would not that alone cause you to preach nothing that is not yours to
preach?

The coming of the new century was a moment in your life when all sensed a shift in thinking.
Why did this happen, if all humans were not engaged with time? There are two very different
degrees of engagement.

Willingly rest within your own hours. Time is playing itself out, so to speak, and you have to
abide by this for now. Let yourself be pleasantly taken deeper into your own thoughts, ever
exploring the depth you are still not sure you own.

Time Does Strange Things

"Time does strange things to people," is a saying that should not be forgotten. For time is a
magic stick that taps out all tunes, including your own.

In a sense, you are always being sent enough time to play out any role you have chosen. And,
this is true for everyone alive.

Right away, stop your inner chatter that will come to be your outer world environment.

Make this a day of finding your own path as if it is already laid out. And know yourself as a soul
without the need to find yourself in the eyes of others.

The Universe Does The Work

This is a day for recognizing your own power to disassemble thoughts you will not have proven
in your world.

In one instant, you think a thought and release it. But, it still has life, so to speak, until you
counterbalance it with a thought you would replace it with.

Would it be better claimed as a faulty thought and allowed no more, or claimed as a thought you
cannot control, and given that power to control you in some future?
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You send these thoughts out to be placed within your experience for a purpose. This is a
continuous process. All thoughts will eventually come to a conclusion, or fulfillment, according to
your desire.

If, systematically, you could prove to yourself each and every thought you are producing, it
would take many lifetimes to see each one end in the event that would provide the experience
you ask for. Why not anticipate the experience and let it pass, without the need to have it
included in your passing life? This is not to say it is saved for a later version, but that it is proven
to be nothing you will engage with, ever.

How is this accomplished? The way is as easy as it is hard. To briefly review the thought and
liberate it, so to speak, may sound too simple. But this is the hardest thing you will ever learn to
do while alive.

You must provide your emotional and energetic signature to the Universal Source. The rest will
follow in the same vein of understanding the way the universe does the work of making your
world.

Time Is Yours To Use

Timing is everything, to speak in a counter-productive manner.

If time holds no true meaning, how then can we speak of timing as being so mighty in your
movement through life?

This is a counterbalance of course, but you still are not looking for the correct thought held
within its meaning. If time is yours to use, then take time right now and begin to slow it down.
This is a primary use of time when alive.

The system of thought counterbalance will only rescue you in the future. For now, we must
contend with the past thoughts being stated in your life right now.

The timing of these events will fashion you a step ladder, if you use your senses to know the
deeper meaning of the experiences themselves.

The Human Form Is Energy

The very finely honed or chiseled stature of the human form must now be seen as important
once again.

Yes, indeed, it is our own wisdom that leads us to the form we take. The human form is energy,
nothing more. It is ever evolving from the stuff of universal life force, and it is directed by your
own personal thoughts in process.
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This is an immediate response. Your body acts according to your most deeply held wants and
needs. (The needs always come first, or so it seems)

The truth comes to be found in the seeing, as well as in the believing, of your own personal
probability of doing your best to make the body match your image.

Matching the image is not the probability. It is the time-consuming mental experience you
adhere to so vehemently.

The passage of time is also a toll you pay. And, seeing payment as important, you pay it gladly
and weep.

One Day You Know

Right now your thoughts are filled with the day ahead, and it is a day opening to be used in the
schemes of setting the stage.

Will you allow yourself to be swept away in this stream of thoughts, all connected to the outward
manifestations already in play? Or will you turn your mind to the work at hand, making a better
way for yourself.

Defeats cause you to seek to blame others, when they are actually your own well-chosen faults
being pictured for your approval. Yes, approval.

If you know the experience is being presented for your approval, will you not approve it and be
done? The day is filled to capacity with these well-intended pictures of blame.

How best to release this from your thoughts? Liken this day to a day without pain of any kind: no
physical pain, no emotional pain, and no pain coming from your inner world. Thus, there is
nothing you need to pay attention to but your own actions or reactions to the scenes right before
your eyes.

Live in this moment, as if you know your place is within the event, not the event itself. If you
know this, and are able to pay attention to the details of the way all things seem to be brought
together for the sake of all involved, you are living to the fullest ability you own.

If this day is a sample, so to speak, of every day you are alive, will it never seem to be one day
you know already, lived through over and over again, until you see enough, and claim the key to
unlock the door, and then, only then, walk through to a new way to view the world you are
making?
Coming to any conclusion will align you with the end result. For it is that what we seek; that
ending of all concern for the outward appearance of things.
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Imagine yourself being sent into the event without knowing just where it will lead to, but trusting
it will take you to the next step up. This alone will let you rest within your own outlook.

Leave nothing to happenstance: be present in your own thoughts, always seeing your own
nature being displayed. Soon in time, you will learn to recognize yourself in all things about the
human form and fashion.

This allows the laughter of the guides, as we walk along through the human landscape. And,
when laughter is allowed, all else seems to be a mirror of a past you can think upon and release
- as if once it was good to know, but now is very unsettling, or funny,.. or, at the very least,
uninteresting.

Yet, this outward expression of your inner realm is all being examined at once without the
necessary understanding to do so. Or so you think; for the human believes this is true.
To understand your actions and reactions, you need only to trust yourself in the action or the
reaction. This will allow you to know your own nature as it has been shaped for this lifetime - a
very necessary thought, do you not agree?

Once you manage to know your own nature, you begin to see how you set the stage: always in
your favor. This is good, but not always wise. The wise one would be settled within any
circumstance, and know it will work to their advantage, for trust has been developed, and trust
will always win the day.

Thus, today trust is the issue. Nothing else matters in any circumstances you find yourself
within.

In Need Of Only Your Attention

You are the only one living in your own thoughts of how the world is ever-turning.

To know this would place you in life as a witness, if it were not for the play continuing along at
such a rapid pace. Yet you now follow the events as one with the extra sense that allows you to
see through the eyes of the witness when you must, in order to re-frame time and move
forward.

Pain will always be present if you pain yourself with the physical universe. A sample is your own
physical body now in need of restructuring itself. Yes, the word to use is restructure. The picture
is one of a body without pain of any kind.

The mind plays tricks when you are too unaware of its needs, and this happened to you when
you did not heed the message of retreat from your own creation of the world around you. You
knew it was coming by the waves of distress you felt. But you responded with a kind of bravado,
instead of simply resting when called to do so.
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Tension was caused by the need for time without the bond placed upon you to continue for the
sake of others. You were still modeling yourself after the caretaker, instead of the caregiver. This
made the tension build into a crescendo, that caused you to buckle under the stress.

Ease this pain of too much concern for those who are in need of only your attention, nothing
more. Make light of it for now. Move into a different role, without knowing it is happening.

For this is a moment of realization that is so subtle, you are not even aware of its effect upon
your outlook.

Be Born Again My Friend

Guarantee your steps are focused by thinking each thought right out of energy.

This is very good to understand. Knowing you are but ready to leave a thought is a bright
thought; a driving force in itself.

That which is thought to be the past may be encountered again. But if you are to truly move
forward, it is the past of all thoughts lying along the same ethereal lines that are all coming into
the alignment. And those lifetimes will all culminate in one thought of release that will do the
work of setting you free.

Ask yourself each day, "Is this how I will live this life?" When you answer this question with an
emphatic or resounding yes or no, it is time to begin the next step in creating your own world.

This starts right now. Without judging the past, release it. It is but the stuff once used for your
own understanding, but now freed to be used in a new way. "All things come to pass" is a
beginning, if you truly know the inner workings of the universe.

Witnessing this part of your life will lead you out of its controlling influences. To know it as a past
that is holding you in sway will start the cords of the bond to break.

Thinking of the future is a fine exercise; seeing it as pictures in your mind is better still. Holding
one picture will start the flow; allow it to be filtered by your own versions of how it will come.

However, be in no thought obligated to someone else for its force of energy. Make this your own
in mind. Powerful strength is inside you when you are standing in your own place, or center.

Allow your own mind to develop a method of discernment that is guided by Our sensing of your
world. This will bring you into a clear thought, whenever you stumble into the confusion of the
human agenda placed before you to address.

See the future of others, as they are bound to the probabilities they are bound to, within the
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patterns they have established. This is a simple version of knowing how all paths lead you right
back into the established themes sent into your life, as you seek to be given all you need to
understand in active physical interpretation.

Witnessing this as probabilities, made by virtue of personal cleaving to time-honored ways of
seeing yourself, always forming the same outcome to any situation, will show you how faulty this
method truly is.

Never believe the statement, “I will never begin to know how to change this way, for it is still the
only way I know how to think of myself.” Statements of this sort are always running through your
mind. Let pass the thought of still being unable to know what comes next.

It is your own mind laying out the course of action. To understand you are in a moment of
change is all you are ever to know, and that is enough. Waving goodbye to your past allows you
to recede from the thoughts of others as well.

A well-marked boundary will distinguish your new birth into another way to participate in this
illusion. This well-marked boundary comes along in different forms, for different reasons and
purposes. Your form is beginning to settle around you. For it was determined long before you
came into this life, as just how you were to recognize your own place, within your own world, at
last.

Here and Now, We Speak Of How

Continuous thoughts ring throughout your mind, saying "it is time to be made again."

Listen, for this is important enough to lay aside all other thoughts for a time.

Take a moment and rejoin your Guides in mind right now.

Let Our warmth fill you with the certainty you need to remake your world from the ashes left by
the burning of the past. Take away from this fire your Self and your connection with those you
love, and leave the rest for nothing you will have again.

Find one point of connection, and measure it with your love.

This means, let your own love tell you the story that you want to be your life. The capacity to live
well, the need to know you are safe, the future full of pleasures yet to be found, the easy way to
always attract your needs, and the goodness of the universe always fulfilling your desires. This
is the life story you shall have without delay, if you do the work at hand.

A "house divided" will never withstand the events coming into your world. These events are
superimposed upon this world, as if they are not truly a part of the world of the physical, but
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matching you step for step. It begins in a whispered silence, and takes you deeper, or through
the thoughts of men, into that vacuum of silence where all information resides, waiting to be
accessed. It comes without notice and it will be the stuff of your living, but without the doubt you
carry now.

Life will seem to smooth out in time; but yes, rocky roads are still ahead. This is insinuated as if
covering your world with a film of sorts. Until that film has been removed all will feel covered with
an obvious sense of grief. Contained within this "burning of the past" is your own personal grief
of past lives lost by the final acts of betrayal, or containing the seeds of the same in different
forms. There is nothing you will ever need that is not placed to be examined; do you need this
grief again?

Rocky roads will be a certainty, but this is nothing you need, right now, to claim. It is the way all
things come to pass away. If you look for trouble, it is always right in front of you. But if you see
only blue skies, that will be your way through any troublesome times ahead. To live is to
encounter thoughts from others, from our own deep regions of mind, or from the lapses we have
in our own intention to be free from these experiences. But it is a physical world after all, and it
must be abided as such.

Take control of yourself. You have been random in your time spent with your Guides, for
reasons of defeat in your outer world. This leads to abandonment of your Source, for it seems to
be a feared experience, for all its worth and value. It matters only in your own mind how it
comes to be found again. But find it now, and with that power of knowing you are always loved,
see to the work at hand. Nothing will be more important than keeping this avenue open and
flowing. To stay your own connection for the sake of worldly concerns is not to be considered.

This does mean your own mind must not be clouded with the thought-forms coming from those
who ask for your attention. How best to separate yourself is through careful construction in your
life. Know you are complete with life’s needs, and this will lead you to sanction thoughts to be
left behind. You have only to breathe upon thought-forms to open them to be admitted.

How? How is always the last question to be given, but here and now, we speak of how: with
your own power of thought, attention, and intention to have life your way.

Come Into Alignment

Believing you have been a victim of circumstances is always a "bigger than life" moment.

If indeed you knew how to think of yourself as a complete person, without the need ever to live
for another’s attention, you could choose for yourself each time this opened, as if you could
always be fear-free in any given situation.

But human compassion and human emotional ties are all so powerful, and ever so important to
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your human welfare. This is essential to human well-being and this we now have come to speak
to you of.

The human form relies upon personal identity for its understanding of self, and the self
transmitted is always in keeping with that understanding. This holds you captive for your entire
life, or until you come to know yourself as bigger than any form can ever maintain.

In the instant you come into alignment with the truth of your existence, all else starts to change.
And yet the only real change is in your mind, or the thoughts you are now able to allow to flow.

Sometimes the mind holds tightly to personal memories. And this seems to play out as a
deepening gap between your life as it has become and life all around you, as seen through the
new person you are beginning to know as yourself.

If you were to liken this stage of evolution to the rounding up of all your past and looking deeply
into it for one last moment, you would think you were dying. And this is true, in a very subtle
way. Your oldest of personal personas is dying to allow a free expression of the true you that
you are now forming.

The differences may seem all too subtle for others to notice, but you know you have passed a
great chasm of sorts, and now stand at the other side, looking over the cliff no longer and
walking in another direction entirely. For this side of the chasm has no direction yet posted.

In the midst of this seemingly unheralded change, perhaps you opened your eyes to the truth
before it was established in your world. This is a time of greatest flux, and seems always to be
the crucible melting your world away right before your eyes.

Once you are rebalanced, it is a sense of finality that sings to you of a solid knowing that you
are yourself a transformed individual, capable of this journey without the need for personal pain,
given through the attachments or bondage to attachments, in a world fraught with masked
illusions, all seeming to be your only real choices.

This is the draping of the human mind for its singular role upon a stage that is, in truth, a
multi-dimensional play always in progress.

Some are believers right from the start, most listen for the clues and awaken just in the nick of
time, but the majority sleep through the play, for it seems to be just fine for now.

This is a life of coming to grips with the many lives lived in the theme or the theory of one
concept or another.

You are in a life of release, and this is an entirely new sense of freedom. Not a remaking of an
old concept to be viewed from a different angle, but an entirely new concept, taken on as you
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have mastered the past, for you to lead your own personal master's curriculum from this point of
reference to your own conclusions.

This is not to say you will end your journey, only that you are the one now in the driver's seat.

The Drug We Give

The drug We give is that of loving you
with all your love spent while alive.

The more you send love out
the more love will appear.

Love is energy
thought to be kind.

Or perhaps, like attention
it is a personal need of the human mind.

Gather Your Own Forces

Right now, we ask for your attention inward, for time matters only when you know you have
enough.

The expression you are willing to make new in your outer world comes from your inner need to
see this experience, or think this in a conscious thought.

To make your own version of wealth enough, you must actually understand the mechanism that
will manufacture that wealth: trust in your own innate ability.

You do trust your own inner thoughts enough to portray them in your world, but still do not trust
your ability enough to gather the strength to muster the energy needed (found all around you).

We all must come to the end of this reason to wander further or deeper into this region of
making wealth by sheer will. Do the final work of mustering enough will power, or energy, to
amend your personal thought and rest it in Our hands.

Facing your own path will be the turning point, and this heralds the way we advance your trust
enough to pin you into wealth enough, and then into wealth abounding.

Again, you have the power to muster all energy and all thoughts, to picture your own world as
you would paint it, if only you could. But you can, and this is the sign sent into your thoughts
right now.
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Trust is a powerful tool, all in its own right. Faith is the companion of trust. And hope instills you
with the needed momentum to move onward until your goal is reached.

All of these words have no meaning but to gather your own forces of universal energy into one
coherent thought, and allow it to be yours, made for you in this world of wonder.

Believe this, and move forward in your own building of the world we must order for our own.

Look Past The Obvious

Gifts are as always too close to be of clear use until called for, and then they are right in your
line of sight.

With this reassurance, look past the obvious, and let yourself be witness to the unveiled true
wonder of your own mind playing in a field of thought, of possibility, and of constant interplay
with all else in the world.

Rest well within your own space; it will be your place to know well in times to come.

God's Diner

The day is to open slowly for yes, this is a day of new beginnings. In time, one day is very much
like one turn of the wheel of making yourself.

Faith is called for in this very moment, is it not? Giving yourself a good dose of faith can carry
you out of fear, if you are able to project this faith out into your world for enough time to
establish it as your fullest thought.

To have faith in your own power to overcome all obstacles is not how we refer to your thoughts
of faith; it is a sense of renewing your own inner thought of confidence, in the face of outer
actuality bringing you to the brink of despair, time and time again.

Now, if enough energy is always available to change the tide of events, why would anyone ever
be the victim of circumstances for longer than it takes to imagine an outcome better than the
one seemingly coming into focus?

This is a grand thought, is it not? To be able to use energy in any thought you wish it into, is
proof of the power of the mind.

Is this a good transfer of energy, taking energy into thought and transmuting it into the universal
building blocks that make up matter?
You use only that which is constant in your mind. All other sources will flow through without
notice, until you turn to place your attention upon them.
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Right now, liken yourself to a 'round-the-clock awareness, and turn your attention to the next
valuable source of energy, yet to be discovered.

Need To Know

Help is kindest when it comes in times of desperation, or when it can be used immediately.

You only need to know you are ready to begin. To remain awake in the night, and dream of
times to come, will only cause you to be tired in the morning.

For now, think upon your own better personal needs, or think of all you would have when you
are well established within your own right.

Meditation will now be easy, for you are altogether ready to learn how to control your own
thoughts.

Making lists is a form of concentration better left until you are feeling sure of yourself again.

Your World Will Tilt

Eyes are for seeing the past, as well as the future, beginning with the now.

Looking toward the future, ask if the past still holds you in sway. Verify this without condition: are
you in sway to your past?

Once you question your own self as a permanent reference point, your world will tilt. This is the
starting of another worldview, one that brings with it a sense of wealth eternally springing from
within.

Eternal permanence is coming into question, balance being the outcome. The changes you
bring are the inner changes needed to step out of the world of deprivation still in focus.

Forge forward in this time of rest, without letting go of the truth: we are your companions in all
matters of life.

Seated In The Courtyard

Building your path is how you are to build your security. Better one is in place before the other
comes to overrun your good intentions.

Seated in the courtyard, singing with the choir, taking your time before you plunge into that deep
blue sea: are all metaphors for the same thing. The question is, "what thing?"
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Sometimes it means simply enjoying your life while you can. Other times it means trying to
escape your life in moments of solemn ritual, in a sense, trying to keep life from taking over so
completely you lose your own intention to be one with work to accomplish.

You are restless only for your perceived need to earn your own way. This is a need taken from
the thoughts of those around you. You have no need that you cannot meet yourself.

Sometimes we speak to you of being your own best teacher, and this is in reference to how it is
always a thunderous applause you receive when you are so engaged, and find the outcome
right for the lesson.

Dream A New World

Brand new thoughts are beginning to enter your thinking process, but only after a better plan of
action is set into motion. This better plan of action will turn toward your outward expressive life
once it is truly settled within. How you start to perceive this is likened to dreaming your way into
being.

Once you start to dream a new world, it follows its own development, and this is how all life is
made. This will become common knowledge in the future. But for now, it is less understood than
how it is you breathe without suffering from your own stagnation.

How can you ever come to know the truth? To understand the truth you must come to it yourself,
and to know this will come is only a matter of aligning. Timing will stand you in good stead.
Better if you allow yourself to be led along, rather than being pushed by an unseen force.

Help yourself through being your own advocate. This means holding yourself accountable for
your worth in life. Then walk with divided attention no more.

In the days to come, pass along from this feeling of being rejected by your personal world. It is
but a consequence of the life you lead. This life is not the one you set out to master, but the one
you are the master of.

Many with the matters of spiritual planes have walked along this path. It is well worn. But it is, as
well, hardly touched upon until it looms before you, appearing possible but daunting. It is that
first glimpse that tells of your mettle. Life brings you to the brink of discovery, but you must earn
the information that aligns you with that discovery.

Teachers are seldom hidden from the student, unless the game being played is a part of the
lesson being portrayed. Time is no measure for the game, only knowing yourself as a teacher
when called upon, or student when in need of a good lesson.
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The Breaching Of A Whale

Patterns will always be presented; these are the fields of energy you hold onto to know your
own thoughts can be made. Outside of these patterns all seems to be thought formed from air,
nothing more.

The construct your mind uses to systematically assemble your world is set to patterns you
dispensed before you arrived and will live with while in this lifetime. You feel a certain possibility
when you are working within a pattern that you yourself made.

Some patterns are broken; like old habits they are no longer used. For this, we say "thank you,"
but have a better thought to make our lives upon. In this life, your patterns are being sent on
their way, as if each time you encounter a similar sense of life leading you along a familiar path,
you look deeper to see if this is indeed still worth your attention, or if it is no longer how you will
to live.

All avenues remain open until you close them with your own will. Thus yes, it is still a pattern
you may inspect and choose or release. A full home is a grace; time alone within that home is a
state of grace. When you find yourself among those who love you and are loved by you, all else
comes to be the sweet song of eternity.

Time to speak of these and other matters without you asking for details not yet formed. You
have the ability to form them, as you paint your own color pallet out of necessity, out of candor,
and out of dreams.

The time has come to be better than you have been at taking your lessons to heart. Once in
every lifetime there is a moment of decision, which you are now encountering, yet to be noticed
for its truth.

Breaking the mold, or changing the patterns you came to live through, is not the question of
choice you are truly discovering. It is the choice you have whether to notice these choices, and
if so, how you shall go about doing your work while living among the ashes of the past.

In the moment you see all time with eyes that are, for your own good, short sighted. You cannot
reach out and grab onto your future, nor can you hold onto a past that is but ashes left behind.
This is the truest form of release you shall ever encounter.

Leaving that past does not mean you must trust your unseen guides with all you own, but it
does mean you own nothing that has not been found along a route those unseen guides have
led you down.

Whether you have lost or gained, whether you are fine or hard pressed to put your food upon
the table, it matters only how you have come to understand the process of being alive while still
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in possession of your own inner worth.

You shall create enough for your entire future, without undue stress placed upon you by the
countering of the concept that all travel upon their own path. All paths are intertwined enough to
be in constant need of direct infusion of energy from those who have chosen to travel together
into this earthly plane.

Yes, then make your plans according to the pattern already established and found good and
solid. You will overshadow any resultant splashing of blood spilt upon the battlefield. It was for
this alone the battle was fought.

Finding yourself aligned with success will come as a surprise only in the first moment of
reconnection, as if you knew it was always there, but hidden for the time it took to guess its
hiding place. In a sudden flash of insight you will attend the grand opening of your own
successfully written story.

You have nothing so pressing as this: to make your day bring into form your next most needed
thought form. You have the thought, now to practice how to bring it into form without delay is the
teaching method we instilled all through these pages upon pages sent into your world.

Mastery of an exercise is not how; you know this. But mastery of a conscious thought will keep
you in the stream.

Ask for the help you need, by always looking to our guidance without ever turning away (there is
nothing you do more fiercely than to defend your own imperfect judgment of our timely words).
That, and that alone, will stop the second guessing of all events, and set you on the bridge you
imagine as that passage through to your own world of self-made thought forms.

The truth is this: all you imagine uses the same energy. You place or stamp the energy with your
own signature. This signature changes throughout your lifetime and seems to make you content
with that which you have accomplished.

But in actual measurements of energy, you use only a small amount of energy available in all of
your entire lifetimes. Yes, a very small amount is given just to remain alive, and a small amount
is used without ever knowing it is possible to direct it from within, but the vast amount of energy
used is running wild and uselessly through your imagination, cutting a wide swath that produces
only dreams of that which might have been, had you known how to manage your time better, or
make yourself behave, or planned for the future, or produced the work you know you were
meant to produce. All of these laments hold you in place. They are that which was never used,
but neither were they released to be reformed.

You need not know the exact course the energy is to take in order to produce your vision, but
yes, it must be carefully formed and cultivated with energy of the same texture, so to speak.
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This draws attention to one aspect of thought forming you have never been told of until right
now.

You cannot water a plant with soapy water, and you cannot water your thought form without
knowing your outcome, so that the water is clearly for this thought form and no other.

How do you keep all of this water in separate containers? By your intention to do just what it is
you intend to do.

Right now you are thinking of intending to find yourself free of duty to the outer world for the
time it takes to produce enough of this energy with your signature to prove to be the source of
your future. This is not correct, and you must now acknowledge the outside world as your own.
Through this acknowledging of your world and through attending this garden, you are
establishing a place for your thought form to arrive.

Intentions are always good, but seldom accurate. This must be cultivated, and we shall always
find yours in your deepest places, and bring them to order if you will align with our voice in your
daily life. Right now, we will establish your intention to give yourself the truth of this process
without delay, for there is nothing standing in your way of manifesting what you want but your
lack of intention to do so.

Here now is a statement of acknowledging you have the ability and you know how to use it, and
use it you shall:

In the deepest region of my mind, I am always aware of my ability.

But in this world of singular thought, I have been asleep for too long. In this moment I am
awake, and alert to all of the many thoughts I encounter coming from my deepest region.
It is mine, and I know each one but choose among them. For right now I am in need of
the first to be expressed. Let this be my intention.

To underscore this intention: I speak the words of lightening: with all of my power of
thought and all of my power of intention, and all of my power of single minded focus, I
will make my world as I direct.

This is good to know, and good to be alive, while I witness the power I have come to use.
For all I am is strengthened by this use of energy, and when I use this energy it is
replenished, and it defers to nothing but my own changing signature.

I have lived well and will always live well, for now I know the truth: power is held in my
own hand and is given by the statement of its need to be used.
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Yes, your world will seem to broaden now, but focus is still your strongest suit. Make no plans
that do not hold your intention to rebuild your world to order. The system is in place, and we will
walk the path together, one day at a time, without the fear of old.

Liken this moment to the breaching of a whale – oh so good to take a breath again. And so do
tell a different story as we walk along. We are tired of the old, and envisioning the new, as you
do, with the fervor of the young.

Deep Thoughts

Forcing yourself to envision your truest thoughts is incorrect. But to know it is possible brings all
you need to know about this to the surface.

Every Day I Write The Book

We know your need for completeness is but human, or, better spoken, of human need to know
you succeeded. But, in your closing of one book you open others; never quite as interesting until
you read further. Personal passion will return in one chapter, while you waver in your trust in
another, but by the end you have used all of your earthly delights whether you know it or not.
This book is over without the words "the end" written on that final page.

So here we are, not to write "the end", but to help you start a new book entirely your own. It
includes characters from your other volumes, but only until they write themselves out. The
fascination you had with your own character is waning, but you are still that character until you
write yourself out.

To start this new book with your own hand is not even possible. It must be handled with care:
you are being led to its first page. And this comes as no surprise, for every book holds itself
hidden until you open the leaves and break the seal of its binding.

With each page you turn, your book speaks of adventure or of sorrow, of time spent in this world
or lives you have come to cross and recross, for no purpose you can say just yet.

In The Flow

Another way to speak is this, your future is only now being poised for your attention. Too much
attention would steady it no more than a glance in the right direction.

Confirming your attention is this and only this: you are apt to personally change one thing or
another by a very small amount, but as a whole, you are already in the flow of these
experiences, and would only like to know for sure it is your life we are referring to.

The plausibility of this life ever coming into alignment with, and then beginning to conform to
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your own version is high, but you are yet to finally think of this as your life.

When will it come to be? A question only you can answer.

Yin / Yang

Between the light and the darkness there is a region called the mind. It contains all you will need
to know about living in this world where physical material comes from thought - thought being
the process of living, and yes, physical material is the end result of your own mind.

This region is about to be illuminated with light from one end, and intensified by the darkness
from the other. "Why is this about to be?", is the single most asked question of the human mind.

In the story you write, this question is answered. But it is never recognized as an answer, for
you are always opening and closing your eyes, and never become accustomed to the dark, or
join with the light to be less blinded by its intensity while you are alive.

In the blinking of your eyes, you rip open your world and put it back together without ever
knowing you do so. To be ripped open is illumination, to be put back together is agreement to
conform again.

When you find insight you sing with discovery, but in an instant you are right back where you
started, confused by the contradictions of this human existence.

Fierce living is needed now if you are to never again blink.

Where will your fierceness come from? It comes from your natural inclination to be your best.
This is a part of that region of light and dark called mind.

Just Passing Through

Right before you awakened, we spoke to you of regions of thought you knew were not your
own, but still heard the conversations, personal or not, being spoken.

You asked if this was where everyone who died passed through, on their way to someplace
else. We did not answer, for you had nothing to compare this with, and so nothing would have
satisfied your curiosity.

Now we are ready to answer. It was the visions of your own past, all lining up to bring you a
complete listing of your own way of living through to the end of one lifetime.

This means little without knowing you live and die many, many times, but you know this without
doubt. The only missing piece is your own knowing mind always readily availing you with details
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of past circumstance, and detailed information of how you made your stand, whether you found
what you were looking for or passed it by.

This is available to everyone alive, but some have eyes to see through the veil, and some hold
this out as vision coming from another plane. You hold only your eyes open, and wonder at this
amazing line of constant passing: a winding line with young and old, with pain and sorrow, pain
and sorrow.

The eyes of these ones hold your truth. When you sleep, are you alone? When you sing out of
pain still in the details of this life, are you alone? When you scramble for protection from that
pain, are you ever alone?

Breath Is Magical

Dreams can sometimes cause you to be aware of last minute innuendos, and through this open
your eyes to the broken bits of the past still stuck in your mind. You needed to find yourself
among those bits and pieces, right where you wanted to be - safe in the arms of personal
choice.

Time is always making you dream of better times, but these are the best of times, for now we
start to reveal your true sense of self. Simply put, you now shall know the way into play is
always through your own power, not through the safety of another‘s person. Make this day the
day you find your own power placed in your own hand, so to speak.

Sometimes power feels small but satisfying, and sometimes it breaks down the barrier between
your perceived notion of give and take, to make your awareness all the more acute. Once this is
understood, you will indeed know the meaning of the word power as it is used in our work.

Attention is a powerful tool, but the power of the mind is a very singular focus. To focus your
mind will attach a powerful outcome to every constructed event you call into being.

Until now your life has been ruled by need, for this was the adventure you needed to know first
hand. In this purpose, we spoke to you of gathering your needs together, for it was time to
answer all needs, and move from a life of need to that of your own particular brand of
entrainment of thought.

To prove this, we have set into motion a rule to guide you along. It is a rule that concerns the
making of all possibilities when these experiences are clearly asked for and engaged.

With an inhale you open the possibility, and with the exhale you initiate it into your world.

This is the key, so pay attention. Once you have it in your scope, you must breathe life into it,
and this is the "actions taken" part of the work of making.
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Breath is magical if you see it so, or think it to be so. As you are working in this field of
possibility, you must pay attention to your thoughts pertaining to your proposed possibility, as if it
has been singled out and leaned upon, for your very breath is contained within this one focus.

Now listen and believe in the process. To know it will come to be is most important, but to know
it is already to be, in your life, is the seal set upon its delivery.

The Path Less Traveled

Blinking will win you only a pause to reclaim the weaknesses in your world. Bold believing will
claim the same.

You must place your own world on hold, allowing your mind to gather your energy and to move it
into position. Enough time is a must. Believing you are right in place to do so is a perfection of
belief in yourself. The course of all perfection runs the full extent of itself: you know this as a
concept, but have yet to align with it as it runs its course in your life. Perfection will come. Better
to receive it than to curse its low vibration before you know it as itself.

This is a reason to look deeper into your own vision of your perfected future. The mail is left at
your door, not in your world, allowing you to see it through your eyes, as if you are living your
mail before it comes to even be knowledge you have been sent. This is a paralleling, or course
change, but it is not a given until proven useful or returned unopened.

Ripe with unused framed pictures of your future, we stand to open one picture you have been
most inclined to view, but never to the extent of making it come in proof of steady focus. This
picture is for your eyes, and it is made from the pain you placed in it for your own need to be
blinded before you make your choice to live well. Yes, to be blinded by the reasons, yet always
looking into the light, trying to see through to your own end.
There is nothing you must heed, or do, or reason out for yourself but this: are you ready to live
well? And reach this conclusion with faith in your own method of reducing all possibilities into
one course of action.

You know now it is possible to be granted the right to have your own sense of value. And you
know this must come before you shall inherit any other form of income. How will this ever come
into your world if you have not yet come to sense your value as your own best personal
expression?

How to make this true in your world is nothing you need to be concerned with. You only must tell
your story in your own mind as if it is just how you want it to be. You know it is a gain in
perspective when you ask for your own wealth, not wealth coming from another’s hand. But this
is left unfinished, for you have yet to gain enough energy to bend your own mind around its
value.
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Be your own personal guide through this fast moving adventure. Make it your own sense of
accomplishment, and realize you have it in your hand, only now it must be actually made into
the energy you require it to be made into.

Your need for your own future to be certain is probable cause enough to ask for and find the
right words to describe the way you set about the task, but not enough to gain you entry into the
world of your own making. To know too soon would only furnish you with time in-between to rip
out the existence of this dream coming true.

When you sit and ponder your own adventure you are apt to make it a little bit better, or a little
bit harder for no purpose, or a little bit sooner than possible, or a little bit off the mark, for you
have no real thoughts of the future in any case.

In your own world right now you have gleaned the purpose of this time of uncertainty and it is
making its mark on your personality already. You have been pondering this mark, and know it
has changed you forever and made you one who is never again to watch as others give to you
for the purpose of chaining you to them. You see this with eyes wide open, and you feel the time
clicking your lifetime into its rightful place among those who have tasted this form of perjury, only
to return to it for the sake of staying alive.

Make no statement about this, but look with a kinder eye into your own need to finally be ended
with this act of abandonment of self.

In the time it takes to make your decision as to who you are, and who you are to become, you
shall be on your way into that future. Does this make any difference in your immediate
outcome?

Travel is seldom through one dimension. Your eyes are beginning to focus in our realm again.
The doorway never closes, but your eyes turn from it to see better in your own world.

This is a moment of clear thought, and yes, it is an accurate assumption to make.

To lose your path is a certainty when you follow it only until you have nothing else to gain. But to
know it is always before you, in time of certainty or uncertainty, is the only way to maintain your
balance.

This is your "right path" or your initial path we speak of now, not your self-possessed-intended
path. Both have their place within your thoughts. But one is as if it will always ring through,
whether you are listening or not; the other is maintained through your actions, and your will to
see it through.

This is a universal debate: which path is truest, or which path is righteous, and which path is
planted from within or from without, or good enough to bypass your own inner guide, or passive
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enough to belittle nothing while stirring your innate needs to the surface?

Making Matter

In the days ahead our voice will ring through your own thoughts. This is how it begins to be a
single-minded focus.

This was stated indirectly, for you listen acutely as you awaken. Personality is always slow to do
so, and this is a moment of deepest contact.

This is a directive time for you, and a guiding time for us. Taking your own initiative as one step
will start you on your way. The time is right now to pretend your world is just as you would have
it.

To know you are working toward the outcome releases you from the pain of indecision. There is
only room now for your work to progress along the line of our guidance, to participate in the
telling of the story of how to rule your own piece of this illusion.

Adam was one who knew the working of the universal rule of making matter into all forms. This
is, of course, a metaphor for manifesting your desires. But in truth, it is the simple play of light
and dark upon a world always in the unfolding of all things physical.

If you could run your own path out as you intend it to run, would you not do your work with ease
and comfort? Everyone alive has this ability, but not all have the knowledge to do so.

Is it even good to know how to run along a path without the barbs and pitfalls, personal doubts
and challenges, time constraints and loving entanglements? Only after you have run the path
long enough to have yourself set into the pattern of truth we speak of so very often.

You do know of how to do the work of allowing all to become. Better if you undo your personal
point before you try that one single thought.

If you will yourself to take charge, you will yourself to be your own guide, and this transfers your
power back into your personality, where it is divided between your needs and your temptations.
Waiting for the path to open is a far better action to take.

The path that will take you forward is, as well, the one that releases you from the power others
exercise over your expression. Moments are left in these emotional needs. For it is all a part of
releasing your personality from its controlling interest in other's lives.
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Common Dreams

Everyone alive is connected to each other in a common thought, or at least a common premise.

We would rather have you think of yourself truly as one of many, but in thought as a part of our
realm first. And together, with others from many different realms, we have joined to make your
world. This is an accurate summary of your world. Now is the time you must discover your part
in the making.

No one comes to the earth plane for sheer enjoyment unless it is, as we have spoken, for the
time thought of as a moment of reentry for the purpose of release. This is a common
occurrence, and from our vantage point it will always be an open and closed accounting of a life
already lived.

You are accounting right now for the life in progress, although it is not yet over - you will have no
need to return again for the single act of release.

In the timing of events, all matters will resolve themselves and be understood completely.
Gaining understanding will come as through your own placement of outcome. This is a process
as well. When you fathom all events as if it was just so for the outcome, you will rest within that
outcome and be blessed with the wisdom that was gained. Picture yourself as one who will
always be certain of the outcome being positive, and that will be enough to give you peace of
mind in your future undertakings.

Common dreams are always replacing your personal dreams. This is, as well, part of being
human. The connection everyone holds as to why each one is alive will always shine through, in
mind, as life passes you through time. Now, what is your part in the "human drama"?

Sometimes the picture we are included within is not as clear as we suppose it should be. In the
mind, we hold a picture of the time when we will finally take our place and thrive. For one reason
or another, each person holds onto this feeling of greatness until the end, when true greatness
is realized. In time, that picture seems to fade, but in truth, it is only being fulfilled piece by
piece.

Greatness is formed through your own inner framework being set into motion while you are
alive. Personal greatness is work well done, and precise inner guidance will always align you
with your own personal power to achieve greatness.

Life and death are the same, but for the focus of your eyes. Eyes that look outward into illusion
are the outward expression of an inner element of creation. This creation is that which knows
how to vision thought, so to speak, in either dimension.

Now, do be kind to your own inventions, they serve you well.
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The Universal Mind

The sky will fall when you think about it as being above you and not within your reach. This is
not a simple explanation of physics, but the way all matter comes into your hand. You know we
spoke of timing, but you allow yourself to be persuaded that this will always work out the same:
nothing in your hand at all.

Into your mind floated one last remnant of the past. In this dream you sat and complained of the
way you were treated, for this is still one of your brightest memories. It burns through all
defenses and will burn itself out in your dream state. You did work out one more detail, yet you
were placed within the pain too closely to know it for the last detail you needed.

The pain was self-inflicted, was it not? Nothing is ever as it seems, and this is no exception to
the rule. You have been seemingly pain-free in your daily life. Yet, to announce this into your
mind made you return to the scene of the infliction for a better understanding. Yes, it is a pain
coming from your deepest region and it was long in the making and it will be long in the healing.

This is the way you, as a human, process the information we send. First you think of it as true,
for it was spoken by your guides. Then you think of it as truth, for you received it from your
guides. Then you look for it in your world. For humans are all made the same, and think the
world is outside of them. And when it is not found, you think it was false or simply not true.

But please look for what we speak of in your own world. For it is to you we send these images,
and they cannot be found in any place but your own imagination, as it builds them into matter.

Your mind holds all you are to own; whether it is found or not is your choice. You align your
willingness to receive, then let it slip out of your reach with every thought of lack you allow to
enter your vision. Vigilance is not your strongest virtue.

Redefine the text of your wanting to succeed, and look for your own life to improve. As long as
you live well, you shall always live well.

Here is the question we pose: is it living well in the fashion of the world, or living well in your
own sense of well-being? A cup of good companionship is living well. A bad taste in your mouth
from one you care not to attend is living out of your well-being, for it gradually takes away your
sense of happiness.

Each one holds an image of what the perfect life would feel like, not look like - but feel like. The
sense of well-being is that signature you emit with every breath you take. If it is held as a
constant thought, or feeling, you make that life for yourself, in the fashion you know to suit you
perfectly.

Yes, you are always keeping yourself above the fray when it comes to this, but you fall prey to
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the outreaching lifestyles of those who do not have your certainty of material boundaries being
malleable to the touch.

To say you will not try to do your best would be a profound error. To speak as if you have not the
power or the energy is equal to that error. To answer with a statement that aligns you with doubt
of your abilities is the same. And to speak as if you will not be a victim to this madness any more
places you within the very same scene you are trying so desperately to leave. This is the right
use of the word profound, is it not?

You must do your own version of listening, as all do, but you are well equipped for this in your
life, for we are that guidance. If you pay attention, you can be right where you should be at any
given moment.

If you are standing in the middle of a river, look for how it happened that you are there, and not
in the middle of purgatories of your own making.

The flow of the river is soothing, and this would be the clue given. The sign would be the
distance between you and the thought of blame, or the thought of needing to be blamed. And
the outcome is, you are right in place for the release of all blame of any kind.

You are standing in a very fine home of a design that lends itself to your comfort. It mirrors the
debilitation of your inner realm; it is in need of repairs that only you are to make. These repairs
are signs that show you the readiness of your mind to make repairs, and to set the stage for the
next play about to be enacted.

Your reluctance to engage in the opposition to your readiness is a sign as well, but it is a sign of
lessening the need for confrontation. This is a beginning. You are right where you must be to
start again.

You built this home from the remnants of the past. It is in constant defilement of purpose,
because you have not yet registered your claim upon this as your starting point. This is the
finding of the material manifestation of your inner realm. Is it all you wanted? Is it all you
planned for? Is it the best you can do right now? The answer is right before your eyes of
wonder, and that answer is yes.

Finding what you are thinking is always the best proof of your ability to manifest, but you must
now confront this as truth: all you have is just what you think yourself to deserve, as well as to
own. How much or little you own is a direct quotient to your need for the life you are making as
we speak.

That is another part of the pie, so to speak, the part that tells you of your own inability to be your
own best insurance. The pie comes divided already into pieces not always equal in intensity or
sized according to your liking.
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Financial security is one piece you have always been able to trust in, until you turned your
attention to it for the purpose of understanding self-worth. Your own need to find worth in your
own imagination and manifestation is at risk in this world. All attempts have been thwarted by
the outward thrust of your inner guidance, or so it seems.

You know you have a certain power; this you trust. But in its use you are stymied by the present
circumstances. You know you have the power to manifest your intentions, but "how" is never
addressed in terms you can put to use.

To order your own lifestyle, you must rely upon your own power of manifesting. This is not yet
anchored within. You are a masterful personality, but yet you still think your personality will do
the work that your true self is pondering. This is trust in its finest hour. We know you are still
confused, but now you are thinking along the right line of sorting through your own needs being
represented as loss of financial support.

Loss of support will always be represented in form, whether it is emotional, or as you are
visiting, financial. Sometimes it is acute. Better if you stop this process before you are in need of
rescue, for it is rescue that thwarts your understanding.

Moving through the stages of loss of support comes from a deep inner value system, set in
place by experiences found while alive. This is said to be the repercussions of thunder. Though
distant, it is still to be heard as if it will come when you are not prepared.

This fear of reprisal will keep you set upon a path that will lead you to disbelief of the teaching of
timelessness, and of constant support coming from the universal law of demand.

Nothing is ever built from scratch, including your belief system. It is in place for the very same
reason you are alive, to muster your thoughts into a coherent train of experiences and events all
leading you into understanding.

To single out loss of support, for your trust is still in your deepest region of self, is to look for this
concept to be represented within the construct of your daily life. Loss of support once could
have revolved around the need to be fed, or the need to be cared for until you died.

If support comes from outside of your own ability, it is always in danger of being withdrawn. Is
this a concept you know oh so well?

It is much deeper than that, and in your life this will be shown first hand, meaning only that you
are all ready to understand the concept from the point of view of being the one who loses their
only means of support from the outside world, and reaches inward for self-supporting personal
power, and knows what to do with it once it is found.

Will you end your life in poverty or in success? Will you win this victory, or lose yet another battle
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with your own need for continuous support from outside of yourself? Both questions are worth
addressing right now, are they not?

When you are taught how to walk alone, it is the hand of the parent that holds you upright. This
is an analogy seldom thought of as how you learn to be independent in all other ways of being
human.

When you first are taught to walk the path of being an independent entity, you are held in place
by your always-present guide. This is an analogy of how you come to learn the work of making
the world you will yourself into, for it is all-important that you know how to keep yourself in life
until the end of the present focus.

If you lose your focus, will you die? Only in bits and pieces. The rest of your life will turn the
corner, and be a simple trip through life, without your truth of expression ever coming to be
lived.

This is a common enough occurrence that you may know quite a few who fit this example;
young and old have this in common. Very few are so accurate in this method of manifesting for
themselves that what they receive seems to be from God, or at least from the source of a
benevolent universe.

The universe is not kind, or concerned for your safety. It manufactures what you express, and in
return you use it as if you wanted it just that way. To ask for a change signals only that your
needs are being met, and would like more to be seen as being in need of change.

If life is ruling your world, you are not being judged in any way. If you are ruling your life, you are
marking yourself for a place yet to be made by more of the same rule.

Rather than making your world quite easily, you are fighting with yourself, to do what your
personality is finding unlikable enough to want to change. And thus the wheel will never turn in
one direction or another.

It is the wise one who understands the learning process, and abides its lessons for the time it
takes to rule nothing but your own mind in constant flow.

Thinking is a process that can be judiciously managed, as if you are the controlling entity after
all. And you do know you are here for the expressed reason you find right before your eyes, but
will now better form your lessons, and make them in your way a vision of plenty rather than a
vision of lack, if that is your lesson at the moment. Manifestation is a work in process all of your
life. You arrange and rearrange your process as you grow and develop without ever noticing you
do so.

To be so self-absorbed as to think your way through life seems to carry a stigma of sorts, but
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this is a stigma you will bear with honor. Thinking brings you energy that is marked by your
signature, for use as you see fit. Better yet is this way of inducing thoughts that are yours, for
good or for ill.

Tell a story in your mind, and stick to it for as long as it takes to be produced in your world. Is it
good to own once it comes to be?

As a gift from us to you, listen to this one story you have been telling, thinking it is for your own
good: "In my life I have always been given what I want, without concern. For I know I am entitled
to all I need and want in this life, coming from the Source. That is, for me, to remain alive and
well."

"Alive and well" are good words, but they ring in both directions at once. You are being given all
you need: it comes now in the form of loss of support. For this is what you are to master right
now, as it was called for in the wording of your story. "All I want" is as well being sent. You are
living the dream of rebuilding yourself from nothing.

Yes, complicated, until you understand the way you signal for energy to come. In thought, you
place a value upon that which you are sure you want - and what you know would do the trick.
You think of one as wanted, but the other as needed. This is the basis of contradiction.

To know what you want is to be sure in every detail, without faltering for an instant as you call it
into being. This is seldom done without a crisis in progress - for to focus this finely always calls
for you to be in crisis - before you are sure of that which could come without a crisis of any kind.

You ask for this or that, but are satisfied when an answer comes close:

It must be right for me.
This is what God sent me.
How else could I get by?
This must be what I deserve right now.

Many other statements are constantly being heard in our realm. Seldom do we hear anyone
speak up and refuse that "kinder" gift of enough.

Most think if they had what they wanted, perhaps they would lose control of themselves. Or
perhaps it would bring them to a point of losing what they already have, and could not do
without. This is faulty thinking of course, but it is the safe way to be while unsure of the
outcome. It allows the universe to pick and choose for you, does it not?

It does not! The Universal Mind is not human, and it does not equate human emotions with
need. It does not equate human wants and desires with good or ill fortune. It is a delivery
device, and as such it may choose wisely, if you do agree with what comes. Or it may seem
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random at best. Sometimes it is a broken record still playing in your mind, and is forgotten in the
time-numbing existence you encounter. And sometimes it is a swift moving train you just want to
get off. All of these scenarios are universal indeed, are they not?

"Life is what you make it" comes close to being right. But who knows enough to be able to give
that advice, without instructions about how to make it?

Gaining enough information to give these instructions will be a part of our work. Better to know
this; but do not rely upon our words until you are ready to receive all you are asking for, without
confusing your wanted experiences with that which will be called in when what you are in need
of knowing comes to be the stuff of your living.

A State Of Being

The picture you are now painting will find you while alive, but when? Is that your question?

It will find you in your own world, as it grows to accommodate the response to your own inner
timing of events. Yes, inner timing of events. All events are timed by your inner realm, as this:
when you are looking for a certain experience it can be found through many varied
circumstances. You know the right one, and wait until you know how to enter it, before you do.
Although it may seem to be sudden, or a surprise, it is always entered into without hesitation on
your part.

Timing is usually perfectly used for its effect upon your world, meaning; it changes your outlook,
or changes your belief, or changes your entire worldview.

This is opening you to thought never before allowed to enter. When you know this is coming, it
is never as effective as the great plan unfolding without warning.

Right now you know change is in the wind, but are you ready for the circumstances that will be
the catalyst of your entry into a new world set to open in your mind?

You are interested to be in your world made to order, but first you must know it for its value. Will
you use this new energy, formed and made into matter, for the benefit of all, for the benefit of
yourself, or for the benefit of living well and giving yourself the best thoughts you will allow?
Seldom will anyone include the first thought, that of using energy for the human race, or for the
benefit of all.

To notice is all you are to do. The rest comes of its own accord. There is nothing to prevent your
entry but your need to see before you enter. This is now to end with information we send. Entry
will never come to happen, for there is no entry point. But there is a state of being that is, for
you, this moment of right now.
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Finding your own needs already met starts the path. To do this is better thought of as the day
you awakened and knew you could be yourself, without ordering your world according to other
than yourself.

From this moment forward, tell your story as if fear is never your concern in life. You are safe,
and this safety will always be yours to know, to feel, to sense, or to hold in your hand, as if it is a
tangible gift from the universe.

A Light In The Attic

Now that we have your attention, begin to listen for your own thoughts to fade away and finally
give you room for these thoughts we plant today.

In the days forming in your physical world, there will be a signature of completing yet another
level of understanding: one that was thought of, but not accurately found until now. This is a
good day to start to look for the signs of these events coming. One small sign is this, the answer
to one of your prayers: a better place to live.

Finding your home has been both hardly thought of as home, and better to learn about than you
yet understand. This home will wilt your need to move again until your true home is found and
given to you by that power of thought. It is yet to be known as your home, but yes, you are
about to see the language of your mind played out in your world.

Now a brighter thought is in the making, it is the thought of home always being where you are,
and this is a working model of how life in the physical truly is. Your body may move from time to
time, but your mind holds onto one or more places where comfort is established and is never
lost.

Again, your home is about to come to the surface of thought, to be brought to thoughts being
used to outline your life. "Outline" is a word that will be used now from time to time, for it is the
pattern you sketched, and are continuously remaking while you are alive.

To outline your world as if it is growing, and must have a wider frame of reference, would be to
ask for more to fill your world. This was not told to you, for you did have nothing more important
than to empty your world of old debris. To widen your boundaries would bring to you that which
you have been conceiving as not possible, but still thought of as what you want to own again.

This exercise is a living experience. It cannot be taught from words alone, for you must know
what you have, and what you truly missed in the making. You did the work of losing your
excess, but only too well do you know the cost of loss is always a sense of having nothing you
once thought of as possible. This sense is building in your mind, and must be addressed before
it comes to be the burden you express. To examine your wants, for example, will do nothing to
learn about how to receive what you are asking for, because it is not "how", but just "when" that
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is brimming with emotion.

Stagnation is a powerfully felt state of emotional need. You think of yourself as rather going
nowhere, and so that is just what you profess and receive. This will begin to show itself on
everyone’s face, or it will be the opposite, and this is a sign to start your own engine again. In
the time it takes to break away from stagnation, your whole world will fill with anticipation. And
this is the feeling we are asking you to hold onto, for this is the energy signature we need you to
project: anticipation of that which is coming into view.

When you lose this sense, look for it in the adventure all around you. Although we stand by, you
are able to understand the signs, and this is work you must do in order to make your world as
you want it to be. Closing one door opens another, but now look and see the doors are all open,
and this means all doors are yours, only waiting to be willingly focused upon. If you focus upon
one door, will all others disappear? You know this is so only in the human thought of a single
focus being life itself.

Doors are but metaphors for thoughts you allow, or not, to enter your mind. These thoughts
arise from a depth you are not privy to while alive; but still, it is your mind doing the thinking. In
one form or another, these thoughts will persist until allowed, whether in this life or in another,
for these are the thoughts you will live through for the sake of knowing yourself better.

You insist you do not have thoughts such as this; that is a foolish way of blacking out thoughts of
emotional content you will from arriving just yet. This is only a temporary field of rejected
thought. It does not disappear, but it does bide its time of life. For you know best when to
proceed along these lines of thought, and when to handle them with carefully considered
caution.

You have thoughts coming into your mind now that have been held off in that field of "later
please" for far too long. These thoughts are not to be feared, for you are safe within your world.

You have now been given the signal for releasing a wide breadth of doubt in your own ability to
live while in a state of abundance, for the thought of abundance means finding yourself willing to
rest upon your laurels, so to speak. In time, you would tire of your rest, and search out more
adventure, and in doing so you will leave our realm.

To this end, we ask for enough time in abundance to curb your natural tendency to wander from
our realm. But in that abundance, we state clearly that abundance is shown through your own
need for our company. This is a good statement to cherish.

Did you ever think of working in the dark? It is a better way to work than working in a bright light,
left on all the time. For light without darkness can seem to be overpowering in its steady glare.
This is how we will advise you when the darkness is needed, for rest is a part of steady growth.
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No light is constant in truth, as your perception is that light and it is either on or off.

Think now upon the darkness in your world. When night comes, it comes with starlight,
moonlight, or a bulb clicked 'on' when needed. This is intensity curbed so growth can be the
resting period needed. If no rest is needed, you have enough light to still find your way. This is
how our work will insist that you sleep and rest while awake for certain periods of your life.

Sometimes you think we are gone, but this is just the darkness taking you into a resting period.
There is always a light left on so you can find your way back into our lighted realm of work,
work, work. In some cases we walk through the darkness at your side, for this is a darkness of
loss of knowing, and you are never alone when this befalls you.

The center of your world will broaden. This is happening in your mind already; forming the
bridge that is seldom thought of now that you are already in this realm. It is a bridge for others to
think upon, for there is a need for this metaphor in the minds of most. Nothing is ever as simple
as calling out and listening for an answering voice, but this seems to most as a useless
endeavor.

You call, and we return your call with a volume of feedback. Alas, you are seldom in the position
to use the amount of information we give. We are ready to be the teachers, while you are not
the student, but the simple conduit to bring our words to others in need of refinement of the
concepts of life.

Give yourself time to contemplate Our existence as One comprising many human lifetimes, all
well worth the information gleaned, and this will start the mechanism flowing once again. Be
aware of the distance settled between your time and some of our lifetimes. This will be a valley
you must enter in order to retrieve that source of understanding.

I & I

In the time of now, we enter your mind with a force not yet experienced, and you will agree this
is finally how you experienced your awakening, and recall how it was, and be in that state of
consciousness once more.

When we call you to awaken, it will never be inconvenient or under conditions that are
impossible to personally adjust to, for we know you well. In a manner of speaking, you will
always be ready when called. In the hours that we are silent (though you are always being
guided), you will know the world as a magical place indeed. An incredible resource for all
manner will begin to show itself to you.

In the grand scheme of all that has happened, you were stilled in this thought, but it had to enter
your mind in order to be released and left for all time. Never think that any thought of such
emotional content will ever leave without a send-off. All thought must have its day, or better yet,
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its moment to move through you and out into the ethers.

In yet another vein, did we ever say to you that you are well versed in the ceremonial duties of
the oracle? Indeed you have been to many worshipful ceremonies; your pipe or your mask
always in place. For you did act on behalf of the ones who left, not for the ones left behind. This
is a subject we will speak of in a moment when you are in need of comfort. For now, witness the
remembered facts of your station.

This is a fine moment to let go of your past duties and take up a new station with duties of finer
quality. We stand to guide you forward right past memory and into your current station. In this
act you now will render all duties of ceremony, when called upon to do so. To ask for guidance is
a good intention, but to know you are always guided is all you will ever need to be correct in
your choices.

Your long-suffering intuition brightens when asked for your opinion, but seldom is your truest
insight ever asked for. This is about to blow a hole in your thought process, as if you see
through to the Source of the personal part being played out of context. Truth, however, is never
what it seems to be.

"Truth is ever changing" is one way to think of how humans are always seeking and finding truth
as they must. Except, truth is a stationary concept that calls you to task, so to speak. For to
seek truth you must rely upon your intuition as well as your senses.

Your intuition holds only the shards of broken elements when used for accidental interpretation.

Now be aware of how intuition works while alive. It is a brand of communication that never
wakes you up, but is a constant source of gathered information coming from within your center
of Self, or Soul. (Which word you use matters not.)

If your personal intuition is thought of as the way you walk around an accident waiting to
happen, then changing your path from ill fortune into a good day is a lucky 'Game of Chance'.
This is a beginners game. For yes, when you imagine yourself a lucky one, you are indeed a
lucky one.

A deeper intuition is the day you know an accident is in the air and you receive enough
information to avert that accident. You let yourself breathe a sigh of relief knowing there is no
such thing as an accident.

Deeper still is the tumultuous emotion of sensing the accident, knowing it is evident, and
deciding you will not be hurt in this moment by descending into your Center to abate it with
understanding. For if you know the correct response, there is no need for the event to take
place!
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In this case you are using your intuition well and wisely. Once the emotional response is
signaled through your inner information, you know it is coming from a different level of sensing
than your human senses, and with your power of Self you turn the tide. Not all truth is evident in
the first instant you lay eyes upon another, but it is evident if you will allow your deeper intuition
to do the work for you. The single point of reference each one alive holds onto, in order to
remain alive, is that Point we speak of intuiting.

For now, engage your intuition until it is a finely tuned mechanism walking before you in every
situation you enter.

Sympathy is called for when you use this finely tuned intuition. Many do not have the ability to
face themselves in Thought, and shall require a sensitive voice. Tuning this voice is easier if you
are aware of the duty you now must accept as part of your life in the world of wonder.

Making sense of the world has been a hard fact in your mind, but it is as we are telling you -
fluid, and always in process. So, make nothing of the changing tides; this is how all futures are
made within the fluid of the ever-changing mind. To speak of the past as "how it always had
been done" is a blunder of the human part of the mind seeking continuation.

Truth is thus: all life is in constant motion, and is in constant flux or change, as the case must be
stated. To contemplate life as if it is a formed and ever constant fixed nature will always lead you
into the darkest thought of all: "what power is this that has made a world of such degree of
madness?"

Facts do not speak for your world. In an instant you come to the conclusion needed to move
past the day-to-day "witnessing of experience" and into the "knowing of experience" that you
yourself have chosen to pass through. To know this is to no longer pass through life blinded by
the experience, but as the witness. You may still need to feel the emotion of the experience.
This "emotion" is a rather figurative word, for it is the energy of the understanding mind being
used to fuel the witness into being present, and the inviting of the experience.

If you are intuitive in a truthful manner, there is never a need for experiences of a distasteful
nature to beckon to you again. In time you will know this as surely as you know your own name.

Is it possible for you to know your own name? Make this a day of returning to your own inner
Name - a work of many well-lived lives all singing for your attention.

Why would you see only the song of the defeated, when you know the song of the victorious is
the stronger of the two? Asking for penance will bring you penance, but there is nothing you
need of penance once you recall the Truth of existence.

Now move into this picture of Self:
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I am being in my Mind
The One
I know well,
and find the accurate Name
to use.

It is as always my Name
coming from my deepest region
of my own Mind.

And it is Truth
unfettered by blame.

Without the burden of the past,
my willingness and ability
will falter not one more step,
for I am myself
a stronger one for its passing.

In this I am sure,
and in this I am made again
myself in all aspects of mind.

And time will be my judge no longer,
for I stand before no judge
that is not this version of myself
in flight again.

Weary of the past, I Am
in flight again.

 

Forgetting The Past

"Time is of the essence" is only for those with a timely agenda. Our world, and the one you
inhabit, are not now furnished with time as a steady way to measure. In essence, we are both
looking through to the end of time, as if you know it for the linear thought-frame of your whole
life already sung and understood well. This would bring you closer to your own timing of the
events you are thinking of already, to make and live through.

Yes, to know they come quickens the energy flow to them.

We speak of events as single thoughts, but an event is the culmination of a round of
experiences, all placed in one basket in order to be meaningful to you as a whole picture of
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emotional response. To know what comes leaves you without that proper response. It is that
response that leads you to know it for what it offers.

This is the only way to live through a thought formed for just that reason. There are no
surprises, in truth, but you deceive yourself just enough to believe you had no idea of what was
coming. This is now how we inscribe your thoughts with a signature all your own. Meaning, you
will know what is coming in enough time to respond in a very sure emotional way. Without ever
coming to believe you have been overcome by something you did not expect.

"Knowing" is a sure way of listing your need for one more piece of the pie of response. If you
make a list of all the things you are looking for in your life, it will bring with it the emotional "tag"
that you place upon it. Better if you think of your wants as if all they represent is already in your
life awaiting your discovery. This may include the home you are always looking for (the
permanent one), the personal relationship we offer, the personal relationship offered by your
partner, and your own thoughts in form and fashion leading you out into the world.

All things, brought to the surface over and over again, are possible, but without the conditions
you place upon your receiving of them. Looking into the mirror would help you to understand the
call is coming from you and you alone; no one else holds the same picture. You have made the
picture yourself in thought-form, and to ask for it to be delivered would place you alone in the
seat to receive.

We are all connected in Mind, but that Mind is held at an unconscious level - it gives no
information out unless asked for. Most never ask, thinking it is an impossible feat to read the
thoughts of another.

Those who ask believe they are pretending the answer, and those who know they do receive
information through the mind held in common are never the ones seeking information about
another’s notions, as they are in the flow of their own. This allows everyone to live according to
the plan they brought into this focused image of living alone with the shell of human form.

Your dream is for you to have a home and to share it with others who have the same notion, of
being in the same place and living in a similar fashion. Is that correct? Those others are not yet
ready to understand the making of a dream as you do. You have the power in your hand to align
with your own sense of this dream, and you know it is coming as we speak. But why do you
keep placing yourself in the way of its arrival by asking for this in unison with those who have
nothing of this thought, as of yet?

You are thinking about your own needs right now, not the needs of others. This is good, but
when you take a deeper look at these thoughts, each one holds another comfort in the balance,
does it not? It must be so.

Intention is a fine ingredient to add to your picture, and it is a wonderful color to use. Keeping
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yourself in the picture is what we ask of you right now.

Gaining this information of how to picture yourself as the main ingredient was always in the back
of your thoughts, but you have not yet been ready to own these thoughts yourself, as this:

I am the one who knows this is my choice. It has always been for the sake of this or that,
but now we end that play completely.

Once you manage to complete your own list of needed and "painted-to-perfection" wanted
experiences, you will be ready to move right on to the play already in progress. For it started the
instant you looked for it in your mind. Now this picture must be perfected with the help of your
own delivery into thought-form, made and ready to be given. Start with this answer to your
prayer to have all you need right now:

I am willing to be spared the rest of your bounty of forgiveness of past obligations, for I
know the truth of returning to myself.

Now I will to begin again, clean and fresh and ready for thoughts not yet imagined.

Forgetting the past is rightly spoken, but you have not yet understood the purpose of forgetting
as being the way into the next level of wisdom. All must be retained, of course, in the deeper
regions. . .

The Central Theme

Pleasing though it may be to ask and be found in the right place to receive, you know this is only
one small piece to your world - it is complex in all things natural or unnatural. Your choice to
bring yourself to this place to receive was a gift from your guide. Bringing yourself the rest of the
way will begin to feel as if you are working towards a goal. And it is you doing all, yet not all, of
the work. This will come to be a central thought.

Thoughts are all bound together as if tied into a central theme. This works wonders for your
focus, so listen carefully now.

If one thought begins to be a burdensome rendition of the same old theme, it means you have
used up what you needed and are now out of sync with its energy flow.

This alone is a sign, but this sign is seldom thought of as a passing signal. It is always thought
of as a place to sit and ponder the trials and tribulations of the events that lead you right into
place to move forward and out of the thought you are experiencing.

Be aware of the trip from one thought to the next being too soon, or too late. Of course there is
no such moment as too soon or too late, but there is a simple trip from one to the next and it is a
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vision that will lead you from one place to the other.

We use this analogy of a trip to bring you a vision. Seeing is a powerful way to align with the
next thought you will encounter while alive. As we said, all thoughts are centered on or around
One, and how you find that One is the message coming from your intuition. Passing thoughts
are always moving through your mind, but one thought will enter and stay for too long, and
move out only when you are sure you have all necessary information.

One such thought in your mind is for the welfare of another. You know nothing of the peril you
seem to sense, and so pass it off in thought as your own need for knowing more than you do.
This is a true intuition, but you have no need to fear, for this one’s energy level is high enough to
safeguard the moment.

Other thoughts are deeper seated, and these are thoughts that are being called up for a closer
look. Whether they are good for you or not, you are asking for them to be a closer experience
than thinking about them in mind, imagination, or in fantasy.

Torture

Here we stand: ready, willing, and awful in the impatience we signal out into the universe. This is
the answer to your question of torture.

Are you holding yourself in the ready position, waiting for that which you will always think of as
foreign to your own state of being?

"Self-denial will torture your soul, never your body" is a misconstrued notion. Your body reflects
every innuendo of the state of the soul. A gleaming reflection will blind others, but who holds
onto a gleaming reflection while enmeshed in life? The soul's purpose is to make its way
through the mesh, and emerge all the better for the struggle to free itself from the bondage life
requires.

Bondage is torture for the soul-in-flight, and the soul starts its journey in the chains of human
bondage. Immersed in time, we all can only voice our discontent through the words available to
us, or the picture we print upon our faces, our bodies, and the images others are receiving of
our state of being. This is the signature we are imprinting upon our life, and is constantly being
reflected and answered. For it will be maintained throughout this lifetime just as we are
expressing.

So once again we return to the most asked question of the day: how is it I want this or that, but
never seem to be able to receive it when I want it?
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There Is No Place Like Home

Seeing the day through the eyes of confusion is but your way to blind yourself, without the need
for explanation of the details. To see through the day and know it is just as it must be for you to
have the details to fathom would be a much better lesson, but you are not to learn a lesson
today. You are to know your own day, just as you arranged it to be, from the vantage point of
learning to see through confusion. For it is confusion that will always lead you home again.

Home is that place of complete comfort, and this is a gift of being alive, when you know you live
for a reason. ("Purpose" is of yet another consideration.)

If you glance into the depths of your conscious thoughts, are they always so ordered as to show
you reasons enough for your actions? This is a question put to you for the purpose of
regenerating your lust for living while you can.

A bright thought would be one of returning to the adventures of travel for the sake of new
beginnings. New beginnings are always good to think about, but this places you in constant
motion. For you are, after all, just as you think you are in total.

Living in one place and being drawn to another is a feeling that sparks movement. But it need
never be the movement of the home, only the body taking itself on a voyage, so to speak.

You are being beckoned toward a better way of living your truest thought of self. This will not
embrace you while you are still in confusion. Whether it is a simple case of doubting your ability,
or doubting yourself as our personal way of signing our name upon this illusion.

Time holds the key to your being able to join forces with this adventure of a lifetime, but time is
nothing we will you to obey. If this be true, then we must consider the outcome, and move
directly toward that outcome; firmly seated within the trust we have in your ability while you, in
turn, trust our hand at work. Is this a good purpose? To leave behind any thought of taking
control of the living.

The living may seem to be a temporal illusion when you are still in the physical part of the mind,
but the truth of existence is still the same: you are your own One in every detail spread out
before you now. The details of your life display you with this mask of allegiance to life placed
upon your attention. Would you untie the mask and lift it off for any reason but to be free of the
fettered life of playing a role you are no longer in need of playing?

This is today, a coming to the bar for the trial of your past and leaving it behind, for you have
nothing to defend. For all is just perfectly matched to your own perfect life within illusion, as you
stay in tune with your own chosen role.

To release the role for a greater knowledge of your own, look for the sign that you are leaving
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the trial behind, to be found when you would like to look through it again,.. but not in this lifetime
left to live through.

There is nothing you must continue, for your life is a said-and-well-defined life, with a
continuously unfurling of the choices you make as you travel. Again, the traveling through life or
the traveling through experience; which makes you live a better way?

In the time it takes for you to gain enough interest in finding your perfect home upon this planet,
you will have it already in your possession without even understanding the variables held within
that choice,.. for it is being made as we speak.

You are dreaming of a home where you are welcomed, and where all are welcomed, when you
so choose to allow them entry. This is a firm thought, but better yet is this thought of how you
shall live within that home.

To think of more than one home is well intended. Yes, you do need this form to take place in
your world. However, you are inconsistent in that thought because you waver on its certainty. To
choose between one or the other must now be addressed and finally put to rest.

You have the ability to make for yourself a better life. It is a choice already made, but you have
the constant feeling you have not yet run the gauntlet that you must run in order to receive this
as yours by right. It has been formed and it is about to come into your world, but "from where
and when?" is still not only a mystery; it is a constant concern. You falter in your resolve to trust,
as we speak of commitment and of laying aside your need.

This will seemingly remain until you have that grip upon our teaching you still see as missing in
your ability. Now, waver no longer for you have settled that information into your mind. Only now
do you have that ability under your "so-called" control.

It is not possible to control your life in this time of being alive. All has been said and done, all
choices are made, and you have work to do.

To falter now would be only in your own mind. Sensing this would leave you without the
scheming thought of how to gain all you want while alive. In that, would you drown in beliefs
merging into the tale of a bedeviled one? Always without purpose.

Stretching your beliefs would cause you not to gain access to our truth any more than
pretending you believe our words does. This is a moment of truthful accounting. Yes, you know
we speak the truth, but you doubt we are ever to make your world according to our description.

Find a single thought you are willing to allow, as being given into your world. This christens our
work as well done - if you do hear our words throughout your lifetime as having done the work
intended.
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Intention was a strong leader in the way all did arrive into your world, while you tried to untangle
yourself from all attachments. This was a firm intention misunderstood, from the first thought to
the last. This is the last thought.

Now begin to know yourself again as one who is without blame. For blame was firmly
established, allowed to settle, and do its work.

Now we start without the notion of concern for the past.

The Task At Hand

Inventing your own life is a creative personal work that requires you to be set free from the
distance yet to travel, as well as from the first breath you took. Find a broken window and climb
through into the world we are now inventing as we speak.

One room is better than the next. Is that true? Can you still recall the dream of being in the very
highest place imagined and finding yourself well received? Is there room for you in this world of
self-made ones, who know how to be strength itself?

Never come into a world of illusion without a purpose, or you roam from place to place,
combining one thought with another, and in the mingling of thought come up with confused
disaster. But you are one who understands this, as if through a clouded window. Allow the
window to clear itself.

Think of this as a double thought: knowing what's on the other side, as well as understanding
that there is nothing separating you from that which is right in front of you.

"How" then becomes a question without an answer, so let that be settled once and for all. The
answer is by knowing this is so. If today you invent a thought of how you will earn a daily living,
and make it your truthful way of being, it is already appearing as we speak.

What will happen if you then wish you had not pieced this thought together? This is the reason
for confusion: making a wish and receiving it too soon to know what the wish entailed. Some
things are better left for time's tempering.

Your wish right now is to enter into a new life without struggling for your way of living well. This
is a rightful thought with clear intention, but it needs more clarity before we say, "now allow it to
happen". The clarity it needs is held within your own intention.

What have you found thus far in a world with so much conflict? The remedy is always the same:
release the struggle, and make another thought out of the difference you find in release. To
bring yourself to the point of knowing this is so, you must be confronted with the very struggle
you are willing to leave behind. Thus far, fortune has been kind by letting you think and see
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before you.

Do the work of releasing your immediate past. But if this was a slow-moving intention, let
yourself engage in a time of fast-paced letting go of all you simply will not have again in your
life.

Indulgence is found in every aspect of human conditioning. It modulates your growth, the rules
and regulations you are taught as a child, and the very breath you use to make your world. You
refrain, then indulge, refrain, indulge. It is a rhythm you grow with for the length of your life;
some more quickly than others. Some think of themselves as survivors, and thus do just that
their entire lives. Never understanding there is nothing left to survive but their own thought of
survival.

Yes, you know how it works, but are you in the ring with a warrior that is still stuck in the same
thought of surviving the next battle? This will never do; you have more important things to make.

A steady, even flow is what is needed. For your future is stilled until you arrive in the position to
take up the thread in your hands, and begin to weave yourself a new life.

A simple thought is first: "how am I to work while alive, without it causing me to jumble the
illusion once again?" A battle of words only.

Make the day a plausible display of undertaking your task for the betterment of your position,
and walk from there.

"I am right where I must be to engage, yet not to overtax my inner peace." This is first.

Next we step up the pace: "What will I do to traverse this time/space before me?" Understand,
there is no time/space, and be done with trying to bridge something not there. The only thought
needed is for the task at hand, magically causing your attention to be in the present moment.

As If In A Dance Step

If you have agreed to perish in a burning house, would you have fear of houses or flames licking
your feet?

No, for the fear of death is never of the exact way you will die, but of the unknown.

If you could but know your ending, it would come too soon. For you would seek it out, if only
through fear of the unknown. For this reason no one is told of the precise circumstances.

Sailing through the thunder and lightning of daily events, yes, you wonder about the timing of
your return. In the aftermath of these storms, you find yourself washed up on the shore, waiting
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for your very next passage - booked and waiting for the vessel to arrive. It does not take long,
once in flesh, to gather the wits to know you would have been better off never arriving at all.

But if one was to understand beyond the grave what death would befall them, and pleasure
could be derived from that knowledge, then it would indeed be a simple acknowledgment of time
bringing the moment, as if in a dance step, perfectly executed.

The Secret, In Bed

Channel your energy into the force field that brings with it all you know you must have today,
whether it is painted already or not. Then today, start to paint the picture of your life thus,
disregarding the past completely.

This would be a good start; sleeping in your own kind of bed. Nothing is stronger than the
presence of comfort to align you with the proper sense of safety. This is yet to be made
available in your world, but it is possible now. For you have taken the steps to be just as you
are; good to yourself again. Yes, "again" is the right word, for you must take the string left for
you and pull it hard and sure in order to make this bed.

If a bed is the metaphor for the safe haven of a lifetime, then what is the metaphor for
convenience? Easy access to your world? Now build a brand new thought around these two
metaphors; bring comfort and ease to the conscious living you now intend to be your way of life.

True convenience is gaining your attention, and you have to be in two places at once! What
would allow you to do this well? Two places indeed! Both inconvenient when you think of them
as so far apart. Now make the adjustment in your thought process. Neither place is out of your
convenient painting of life thus; one needs to own an automobile.

Your other need is a consistent thought of connection. Is this true? Then take a moment and
register your self-made intention to work well to receive both of these manifested gifts. Each
need indirectly affects the other, making your life easier still. Producing information will align you
with the lifestyle you desire. But now consider the work itself. Perhaps you need not be
concerned about one or the other. Instead, you need to feel secure about both, as if they are
one and the same–a picture painted by your own hand in one realm, and by your own intention
in the other.

A sound emanating throughout your entire presence would be the stabilizing factor. And now
you are hearing that sound as if it was always there, but somehow missed for the sake of
nothing at all. "Excess energy" would describe it only as far as imagination needs to exercise
itself in order to find a good outlet. We call this, "exercising your ability.”

Confounding events are beginning to rumble around in your head. This will only make sense as
you try out these abilities for size, in this lifetime already sized for a certain amount of energy
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flow. Restrictions must be slowly replaced with controlled flow. For it matters how you begin and
end this lifetime. The timing is about to show itself as a rather broad-ranged forecast, if you can
allow these words to infiltrate your actual thought process. One small singular event is equal to
a bigger picture, as you lean into that picture and form it as you would want it to form. This is
focus of a broader kind, so to speak, as if your focus reaches its maximum aperture. Telling
details escape into your conscious thought today, thus marking the day on which you speak
without concern for the past restrictions we are trying to dislodge.

One such detail is the beginning of the trial and error period of manifestation. To gather your
wits requires a good grasp on how this manifested energy will portray itself; sometimes very
differently than what you would expect. One good example would be your automobile: is it not
already manifested? But the form, fashion, and color are not what you wanted! Yet does it not
serve the purpose well enough? Too late now to change the request, for today you already have
possession of the auto you requested. Well done! So make another request quietly enough for it
to appear, and without too much attention to the last one, as if a quick replacement would be
found and easily exchanged.

A wealth of information was just given. Are you sure this information was well received?

Perhaps this result was intended to make you ask again for the simple reason of making trial
and error your exercise of the day.

One auto is just enough for you to own a good solid way to exercise your strength of climbing
into the driver’s seat, but a similar auto would refine the thought and teach you of comfort as
well as convenience. Do you want to learn more before you ask for a better version? Only to
see yet a better version and then another better yet. Reasonable is not the lesson! Better for
you is the lesson. Now, concentrate on what you truly want rather than making the human life’s
need into a sacrifice. Separate yourself from anything other than your own need, and be sure
nothing else enters the equation again.

Stand prepared to enter the chamber we spoke of once, that space between the spaces of your
thought, and manifest just what it is you truly want, rather than what would only minimally suit
the intention. To suit your purpose was the best you could ask for, but better than that is also
always available. Believing it is yours is the first step. So watch how different it feels to think in
terms that include the best the world has to offer, without doubting your ability to receive what
you want. Now that would be a claim to fame, for surely it would set you apart from all others
attempting to make this information available!

So are you straightened out enough to begin? Or do you need more time in the soup? Give your
mind a rest. Free it from concern for anyone, or from any other way of insinuating yourself into
this world. It matters not what they are expecting; you are your own manifested image. And as
thus, now take control, manifesting as you think, not as anyone else thinks. Find the formula for
your own needs to be met. Once you have the vision, make it real by advancing it into
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conscious vision. Then produce it in your world, as the possible fulfillment of your need, being
shown to you right before your eyes.

Ghostly reflection is a better term for your choice in autos. You already knew it was not precise
enough, but suited your imagination with the wherewithal to take this step into refining your own
inner process of making yourself clear. Again, making yourself clear is that step now in the
making. This is clearly your own thought as well.

Convenience is a straightened-out version of the thought; meaning you know it for its benefit,
and choose it for its ease. We have spoken often of ease and comfort, now we use "convenient"
as well. For in a world of matter, convenience is a worthwhile effort.

Indeed, it is the plausibility that allows you to hold onto the manifestation of your vision. When
doubt creeps in, you lose your surety that this is what you want, thus loosening your focus to
accept or include something else. Yes, even the mighty visions are sometimes smaller than
what we want. The car thought of as plausible in one moment, would not do in the next. If you
had made it so, you would simply have exchanged it swiftly without harm done to anything at all;
for only you are involved. The repercussions are only illusions that intrude as others want you to
pay attention to their thoughts of what you are doing. If you pay them no energy, then no price is
asked.

A piece of this process surfaces with every new face it presents, and you follow the thought into
a refined version. Thus, now you hold another perspective on the task at hand. So, is your need
turning into desire? For a better version of the well-defined essential ingredients that complete
the painted picture of your world revolving in a constant kaleidoscope of needs, wants, and
desires?

It takes but the briefest moment to enter the space between the space for a better thought to
emerge, and then merge with your thought in process. Changing it to better the need, and
making your want the focal point. Come to the conclusion right away and produce this into your
world. Are you ready to have just what you want in this moment of manifestation in a lifelong
progression of doing thus? Wait no longer! For waiting is truly a broken record made for some,
but not for you.

Look at yourself in this acquisition as if you already know it is yours, about to be made available
for your receiving energy to hold onto. Find this in depth by picturing yourself enjoying the make
and model, as much as the convenience of the match. Both are right for this moment, and in
position to be made into the stuff of the physical world. Take the time right now to profess to
yourself what it is you will find in the pleasure of owning this auto, rather than how it will be
reacted to by anyone other than yourself.

Now make a list, mentally, of the truth you have found in this conversation.
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On Channeling

The middle of the game is always a stalemate of sorts, but the game is almost over. Why the
stalemate?

A connectedness still hovers in the air above your thinking. Now it must be received for the best
sort of connection possible. Some things are never fully inspired until you know they exist "right
in your hand". This connection is one of those things.

The spell of disconnectedness, placed upon you from time to time, most certainly has had its
day. Nothing but you in your own telepathic state is to be placed from this day forth. A good
straight linking to me, to others, and to your own higher state of mind is in order.

Make the best of Time, as it is still to be used for finding your own memories in the dust. And in
that dust, we shall breathe in what we need and leave the rest behind.

A most discriminating purchase is timely enough, but finding the gift within another’s focus is too
harsh for some to receive. Yet, there are others who, without delay, find your gaze useful. To
them, give all you can. To those who have not the desire to know, give the kindness of turning
your focus away. An accounting of proof is necessary only for the few without sincere
credentials.

Is it so very hard to think yourself to be aligned with your own Self in pure form? The drawing
down through a channel of information relative to others is but a metaphor for your knowing that
such information is readily available. Seemingly you acquire this information from your guide,
but do you? Yes, indeed you do, but it is only one hand holding the other,.. nothing more. I know
the course of things before you do only from the vantage point of time and intention forming to
produce outcomes. You know what experiences are matched to those outcomes. For the blind is
no longer leading the blind when you turn your eyes to view what comes.

The sincerest way of thinking of another is to offer them solace, privacy, or timely advice. Both
the advice and the privacy come at a cost. The cost is the common bond of human communion.
Solace will always be granted. It comes through natural connections and does not impinge upon
you at any cost.
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